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Arietta. touched the torch to the ca.n. A bright red glow illuminated the scene and the villains stopped.
''Release Young Wild West, or yo.u will all die in your tra.cks!" cried the
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Young .Wild West'.s life at Stake
-OR-

THE STRATEGY OF ARIETTA
iBy 'AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST ARRIVES AT TUCSON.

,<\s the train pulled in at the depot ·in Tucson one fine
sprmg day a few years ago a merry party of six got off.
There were three males and th1;ee females in the party,
2nd all seemed to be in a laughing humor.
There had been much to amuse them in the car they had
just left, since a quick-witted Irishman and a good-natured
German had been arguing and joking with each other all the
way from Yuma.
. The¥ w~re still at it when they got off behind the party
Just _mentioned, and that was why they were such a merrylookmg crowd.
The males of the party consisted of two handsome young
fellows, w~o we~e ~carcely more than h?ys, since neither had
rc~ched !us maJon~y, a~d a tall, straight man of perhaps
thn-ty, who wore lus hair long and had a heavy, dark mustache.
One of the boys was perhaps the m?st striking in general
ap~eara~ce of all th~ passengers to ahght at Tucson.
JJot,1 m 1ace anc~ figure he resembled the statue of what a
sculptor might derme as the pe1:1"ect ~ype of young manhood,
ar!d, added to this, he wore his hair, which was a glassy,
.
chestnut hue, I:1angi1:1g down to his sh?ulder~.
He was attired m a fancy huntmg-smt of buckskm
trimm_ed with scarlet fringe, and his head was topped off by
a rakish, pearl-covered sombrero.
About his waist was a belt containing two holsters, which
contained a brace of revolvers, and a sheath, from which the
handle of a hunting-knife protruded.
A rifle vras slung over his shoulder in a careless way, and
this but added to the general impression that he was a typical young fellow of the Wild West.
This <lashing, handsome and athletic boy was no other than
Young Wild West, who was known throughout the country
west of the Mississippi as the Prince of the Saddle and
Champion Deadshot of the West.
The other boy, who was about his own age, was Jim Dart,
his chum.
Dart, too, was a regular Westerner in appearance, only
that he did not wear his hair long. He was attired and
equipped about the same as Young Wild West.
The tall man was Cheyenne Charlie, a famous scout, who
had been in more,Indian wars than he had fingers and toes.
Both he and Jim Dart were partners with Young Wild
West, not only in business, but in traveling about the West.
The three were almost inseparable companions, and they
had been to Yuma on a business trip and were now making
a trip through the Great Southwest just for pleasure and
advePture.

The ladies with them consisted of Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; Arietta Murdock, Young Wild West's sweetheart, and Eloise Gardner, who was engaged to be married
to Jim Dart when they both got old enough.
The girls, as we shall call them, for Anna was not so very
old, had come along on this trip, and they had enjoyed it
thoroughly so far.
· True, several minor adventures had befallen them on the,
way, but they were used to such things, and they had not
minded it.
As the party got off the car at Tucson they stepped right
into the midst of a band of cowboys and greasers, who were
·more or less intoxicated.
The smile the last witty remark of the Irishman had
caused was still on the face of pretty, golden-haired Arietta
Murdock, when a rough-looking cowboy, who was almost a
giant in stature, caught her about the waist without the
least warning and attempted to kiss her.
The girl uttered a startled cry and strove to tear herself
away from the big brute, at the same time striking him a
stinging blow in the face.
Young Wild West heard the cry, and he whirled around instantly and saw what the trouble was.
He did not utt~r a word, but, rushing forward, he seized
the man by the collar of his shirt and pushed him back at
arm's length.
Then his right fist shot out and caught the man squarely
in the mouth.
Arietta was released instantly, but Wild was not satisfied. ·
Again he struck the big brute, holding him with his left
hand so he could not fall.
"I'll teach you a lesson, you sneaking coward!" he cried.
Whack!
The cowboy got another blow this time on the side of his
jaw, and as the boy released his grasp on his collar the fellow went down in a heap on the platform.
When Young Wild West had struck the first blow Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart drew their shooters, knowing full
well that the rest of the cowboys would be apt to rush to
the assistance of their companion.
Wild's partners did not say a word, but their manner indicated what they meant, and the drunken gang hesitated.
Seeing the drawn revolvers in the hands of two while the
brief, one-sided fight was in progress, the majority of the
passengers who alighted from the train scattered to get out
of the way.
But the ladies in Young Wild West's party simply stepped
aside and looked on.
Noticing this, the Irishman and the German who had b~en
making so much fun on the train, ran around and got behmd
the girls.
"I guess that will do, Wild," said Arietta, her face still
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very red from the shame of the insult. "I think he will know
better the next time."
"All right, Et. Just as you say," was the reply. Then,
turning to the cowboys and g1·easers standing about, he
added:
"If that fellow is a friend of yours you had better get him
away from here as quickly as possible. When he gets up he
might take it into his head to draw a shooter on me, and if
does that I'll drop him dead in his tracks just as sure as my
name is Young Wild West!"
"Well, I cdculate tnat you ain't ther only one here what kin
shoot," s;1oke up one of the men. "You might be putty good
at hittin' a man when he ain't expectin' it, an' you might be
·fust-class at talkin'; but when it comes to shootin', there's
some right here what kin give you cards an' spades!"
"Are you· one of them?" asked Young Wild West, who was
now on the verge of losing his temper.
He seldom got as far as that, and it was only when his
sweefoea;.-t was insulted that he got the least bit "riled."
"Are you one of them?" he repeated, looking the cowboy
squarely in the eye.
"I reckon I am!" was the reply.
"All right! Step to one side, so we will be out of the way
of the people around here, and then let yourself go!"
The dashing young deadshot walked over to an open space
at the end of the depot and the cowboy, who was not a coward, it seemed, followed.
At this juncture the fellow who had received such a thrashing at the hands of the lover of the girl he had insulted,
got up and looked around him in a dazed way.
He was bleeding at the mouth and some of his front teeth
were missing.
"What's ther matter?" he called out wildly, and then he
gave a choking gasp, for he had swallowed the teeth unconsciously. "What hit me, I'd like to know?"
A couple of his friends immediately ran to him and assisted him from the spot.
They did some excited whispering to him and managed to
calm him somewhat.
Then they led hj.m around to where the shooting was going
~o take place.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart went there also.
They wern going to see to it that Young Wild West was
not interfered with by more than one man at a time. .
They knew how to shoot, and they were ready to do 1t the
moment it became necessary.
Arietta, Anna and Eloise made it a point to hurry to a
place where they could see what was going on, and, seeing
this, a nur_:'Jer of those who had got off the train followed
them.
Among the latter were the two funny characters.
"My name is Bob Heck, young feller!" exclaimed the cowboy, as he got in position and placed his hand on the butt of
a big six-shooter.
"All right," replied Young Wild West. "I am pleased to
meet you, Mr. Beck. Now, go on and show me how you can
shoot! "
"Well, here she goes!" and he whipped out the revolver and
pulled the trigger, the bullet striking the ground less than
six feet from the toes of his boots.
Crack!
Young Wild West fired and the man leaped into the air as
though he had received a shock from a galvanic battery.
The bullet had grazed the heel of his boot and caused a
stinging sensation to shoot through his foot.
Crack!
Wild fired again, and this time the shooter dropped from
the cowboy's hand.
The bullet had just touched his forefinger, but it was sufficient to make him let the revolver drop.
Crack!
The dashing young deadshot fired again and hit the heel
of the other boot, and once more the cowboy jumped into the
air and let out a yell.
"You can dance better than you can shoot, I think," said
Young Wild West, who was now as calm as a summer morning. "Go ahead and dance, now, till I tell you to stop."
Crack!
For the fourth time he fired, hitting a heel again.
Bob Heck, as he had introduced himself, needed 110 further
urging.
He began to dance as he had never done before.
Wild whipped out his other revolver and fired a couple of
&.hots with it, just to keep him going.
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But he did not intend to waste all the cartridges he had in
that way.
When he had fired six shots he told the man to stop.
Bob Heck was very glad to do so, and, picking up his revolver, he headed for the nearest place that had liquor for
sale, not saying a word to anyone, even his companions.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, in his hearty
way. "If he ain't a measly coyote, I never seen one! An'
they're all like him, Wild. They're a set of harml-ess grasshoppers from Kansas, I reckon!"
By this time a big crowd had collected, attracted by the
shooting.
In those clays shooting affrays were quite common in
Tucson-and they a1·e yet, for that matter.
But then the deputies under the sheriff and other officers
supposed to be there to keep the peace seldom interfered
with a thing of that kind.
They enjoyed it as much as any of the spectators.
But if Wild had killed the man it would have been much
the same.
He was in the right, and there were enough there to see
.
that he got fair play.
On this occasion the sheriff of the county happened to be
there.
He had come over from the tavern opposite the moment
the first shot was fired.
"You're a dandy, young feller!" he cried, as he walked up
and put out his hand to Young Wild West. "I've heard who
you are, an' I ain't a bit s'prised at ther way you made the;:
galoot dance. I reckon you could go out in ther road an'
clean out ther whole bunch, greasers an' all! What did ther
fun come about, anyhow?"
"Oh, the follow with the bleeding mouth caught one of the
young ladies with us about the waist as she stepped from.
the car and tried to kiss her," was the reply. "She gave a
scream, as she naturally would, and I gave him a thrashing.
Then the rest wanted to get at me, but my partners had their
eyes on them, and they thought better of it. Bob Heck, as
he introduced himself, wanted to show me how he could
shoot, so I accommodated him, and wound up by making him
do the 'tenderfoot dance,' that's all."
"Well, by ginger! You done it in great shape, an' don't
you forgit it! Boys, this are Young Wild West, from Weston,
au' anyone as says he ain't a regular rip-staver is a slabsided galoot, fit fur ther hogs to feed on! Jest give three
cheers fur Young Wild West now!"
It seemed that everybody within hearing joined in giving
the cheers, and, bowing to the crowd. Young Wild West took
the arm of Arietta and led the way over to the big hotel that
stood on the corner.

CHAPTER

iI.

WILD DECIDES TO GO TO GUADALUPE PASS.

The party of six were closely followed by the sheriff and
the Irishman and the German.
The two latter were certainly a quaint-looking couple.
They might have been ten years in the country or they
might have just come over and headed directly for the West.
The way they spoke would imply the former, but their dress
would certainly, indicate the latter.
The Son of the Emerald Isle was rigged out much the
same as an Irish comedian, and the German wore an outfit
that was certainly made in the Fatherland.
He carried a huge carpet-bag and the Hibernian had a
bundle that was done up in a big cotton handkerchief of an
unmistakable green color.
This curious-looking pair got on the tl:ain at Yuma and
seemed drawn toward each other at the very start.
Their names were Pat Mulligan and Jakey Muller, and
when ihey found that they were both bound for the East
they quite naturally forn1ed a sort of traveling partnership.
The Irishman liked to get off jokes and play all manner of
tricks on his companion, and the Germa~ was jmlt goodnatured enough to take it all in good part and get in a good
one in return now and then.
There -..,vere now pretty well at their ease, since the shooting had stopped, and as they had become acquainted with
:Young Wild West and his friends on the train, they thought
it a good idea to follow them and stop at the same hotel with
them.
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"Begona!" said Pat Mulligan, as they walked along behind the sheriff. "Did yez ever see any shootin' loike that
before, Dutchy ?"
"You bade dot I never vos see it, Irish!" was the reply
from Jakey Miller. "Ven dem bistols vos go bang! I feel
me a queerness in my stomach, alreadty! Dot Young Wild
West vos good at dot shooting!"
"Bejabers, I belave it, Dutchy. Look out, there! You'll
fall an' break yez carpet-bag!"
A laugh went up from the passengers and cowboys, who
were following the procession, for the Irishman very deftly
tripped his German friend and sent him flat on his stomach,
the carpet-bag flying from his hand and striking the sheriff
in the back with such force that it sent him ahead a couple
of paces.
"Stop that, you outlandish-lookin' galoots!" roared the
head of the county, turning around and laying his hand on
his shooter. "What did yer throw that gripsack at me fur?"
"Oxcoose me!" gasped the German, scrambling to his feet.
"I vos make a trip und fall down, alreadty."
There was more laughing at this, and then the sherlff
turned on his heel and strode for the hotel.
Young Wild West and his friends went into the office of
the hostelry and registered their names.
They were going to put up there until their horses arrived
at the town.
Just where they would go then Wild had not made up his
mind, but he was thinking of taking a horseback trip to
Guadalupe Pass, where, he had learned in Yuma, gold had
been discovered in abundance.
Guadalupe Pass was situated in the mountains right near
the junction of Arizona, New Mexico and Mexico, on the
American side of the border.
Young Wild West and his partners had made fortunes at
gold mining in the Black Hills, but that did not keep them
from being interested in other parts of the country where
, t'.1 e precious yellow metal was found.
It was late in the afternoon when they arrived at Tucson,
and as they were tired from their railroad journey, they ordered supper at once.
The owner of the hotel assured them that , they would have
a r egular chicken dinner if they would wait half an hour, so
,
they agreed to it.
Young Wild West washed up and combed his wealth of
hair and then walked out into the bar-room to await the call
to the dining-room.
When he came out he found the same cowboys who had
h d h
h d
· rf d ·th h
mte ei·e Wl t em at t e epot gat ere t ere.
The Irishman and German were there, too, and the cowboys were having some fun with them.
The fellow who had lost his teeth scowled when our hero
j t tl .
th·
·d
. l b t
ien.
appeaiec, u s_ai no n:ig us
Bob _Heck foice~ a ?mile an~ nodded. .
1
and Wild could tell by the
?nul_e,
sic_kly
But ~ was a very
.
cut ?f him that he was Just itchmg to get revenge.
· ·when he looked them all over he came to the conclusion
.
that they :'ere a worthless lot, anyway.
There were seven of them, all told, two bemg out-and-out
.
.
. .
greasers.
The latter two w_ere p1ckmg on the tw? quam~-lookmg
ch~ra~ters, and, seemg that they were _gomg a little far,
Wild mterfered.
"W~y don't ?;~;1 fellows let these people ~}one?" he asked,
'L1 ey are not bothermg you.
stepping up.
"Begorra! That's what I was after tellin' 'em, Mr. West,"
said Pat Mulligan.
"Yaw! Dot vos right!" chimed in Jakey Muller. "Fun
vos fun, but a muchness of fun vos too much."
. The two greasers promptly left them, but they scowled
fiercely at our hero.
"Wh,~t ~_re you two go~g to do in this toy,n, look for
work? v\' 1ld asked the pair, as they followed him over to a
table that happened to be vaca11t just then.
"Yes, sor," answered _Pat. "Our money is after run out
pretty near, and we will have to go to wurruk and make
some, so we can pay our fa1·es to New York."
"Dot vos right," nodded Jakey. "Der Irisher speakens der
truth."
;;where are you goin', Mr. v've_st?" asked Pat.
Oh, I har·dly !mow yet. I thmk we may go down to the
Guadalupe ,Puss, and hunt for. a ,~ittle gold to pay our expenses on tne trip we are making.
"Gold!" e::,:claimed the pair in a breath.
"Yes."
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"Gold is somedings ve have not finrled yet," and the German shook his head sadly. "I vos look for it, but it is not
to be finded, already."
"Bedad!" exclaimed tr.e Irishman; "if I cou1d find enough
gold to pay me way to New .York I'd e;o to this place wid
yez, Young Wild West. That is, av coorse, if you would be
after lettin' me."
"Oh, I will let you, all right, Pat. If you want to go with
us, just say the word."
"Thank yez! I will go along as your valley, sor. I will
attind to yez eve1·y want, an' more besides. I will be
after--"
"Shut up dem mouth, Irisher!" interrupted Jakey. "Of
you vos be der servant of Young- Wild West, vot will I be?"
"You can be the football for the party to kick Y,hen they're
after fallin' in a bad humor, Jakey. You was cut out for
somethin' av the koind-I fale sure av it!"
Wild could not help laughing at the fellow's humor.
Pat was full of it, and he never lost an opportunity to let
some of it out.
While they were talking the bell rang for supper and Wild
went off to answer the summons.
But before he went he told Pat and Jakey to call him if
the cowboys kept imposing on them.
. The hotel proprietor had an idea of things in general, and
he knew he could get more money out of his guests if he
treated them right.
He arranged things so Wild's party had a small diningroom all to themselves, and they appreciated it very much.
Not that they thought themselves above the common run
of hotel guests, but there were six of them, and they liked to
be alone when they ate their meals.
It was a good dinner that the hotel man provided fo~t~, .
.
and that was just what they wanted.
Ypung Wild West and his partners had the money to pay
for what they got, and when their cash capital ran out they
could very easily furnish drafts on several banks throughout·
the West.
"Well, Wild, where are we going when we leave this
town?" asked Jim Dart, as he lighted a cigar and drew back
his chair after th e meal.
"Well, you remember what we heard about the finding of
gold in the mountains near Guadalupe Pass?" was the answer.
"Oh, yes! I remember that."
"Well, I don't know as we could do any better than to go:
down there. If we didn't find any gold, we surely would meet
with some lively adventures."
"And get into no end of trouble, perhaps," spoke up Arietta.
"There you go, Et!" laughed Wild. "You are ahvays hollering before you are hurt."
"Oh, no, I ain't," was the reply. "But it seems that you
are never satisfied unless you are running into danger of
• some sort. If gold has just been discovered down near
Guadalupe Pass it is more than likely that there will be all
kinds of bad and reckless men there. That being the case,
.
you wil~ be sure to get into trouble with them."
"Well, when I get into trouble I always manage to get out '
of it, don't I, little one? Sometimes you are the one to help
me out, you know."
"'Vell, I am always glad and willing to help you out whenever I can. But I don't want to see you get into trouble,
Wild."
"Well, we will ~o to Guadalupe Pass, and I will be very
careful not to get mto trouble. How does that suit you?"
"Oh that suits all right'" and Arietta tossed her pretty
·
head '
"i°gucss anything would suit you if Wild said it," spoke up
Anna, with a smile .
"Well, what he says generally suits all of us, I reckon,"
rema rked her husband.
"If we got to the new gold fields we will have company,"
observed our hero, after a pause.
"Who?" asked Jim.
"Pat Mulligan and Jakey Muller."
A smile passed around.
"Do you mean that Wild?" queried Eloise.
"Yes. I asked th~m where they were going, and they
said they wanted to make enough money somewhere to pay
their way to New York. Then I spoke about the finding of
gold at Guadalupe Pass and told them we mi~ht go there.
They were just crazY. to go with us1 both declarmg that they
had been unable to find any gold smce they had been west."
"And you told them they might accompany us?" said
Arietta.
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"Will the senors join with me at the bar?"
"Oh, certainly! We are strangers here in town, and we
are glad to get acquainted with such a handsome young man
as you."
Wild Charlie and Jim walked up to the bar and called for
what they wanted, and, as the invitation was extended to all
hands, the rest in the room did likewise.
Senor Alvez, as the cowboy had called him, pulled a bag of
gold coins from his pocket and paid the bill.
TMn he smilingly rolled a cigarette and lighted it, after
which he offered the tobacco and papers to Wild.
"Thank you, senor," our hero said. "I am already smoking.
Thank you, just the same."
"Oh, it is all right. Do not thank for what you do not
get," retorted the Mexican.
Then he faced Wild and added:
"You look to be a fine young American. I have heard it
said that you are Young Wild West."
"That's just who .I am," was the quick rejoinder.
"And I have also heard that you are very quick at shooting."
"You may have heard correctly, senor."
"I am the quickest and best shot in this part of Arizona!"
and Senor Alvez thrust out his chest to make himself look
important and at the same time impress what he said on
our hero.
"I have no reason to doubt your assertion," Wild answered
calmly. "You have all the appearance of a deadshot and
all-around terror."
Jim Dart smiled and Cheyenne Charlie laughed outright
at this.
They knew that Wild was talking a little sarcastic to the
little fellow in the fancy dress.
"I am a terror," was the reply, while an ugly light came
in the Mexican's eyes as he glanced at the scout.
He knew they were making fun of him.
"Well, don't go to scarin' us, please," said Charlie. "We
ain't used to bein' scared, an' we don't know how it would feel .
Have a little pity on us, an' don't scare us."
Wild happened to look at the hotel proprietor and he saw
that his face wore an uneasy look.
He shook his head warningly when he saw the boy looking
at him.
But that only made him all the more anxious to find out
what sort of a fellow the fancy little Mexican was.
Young Wild West certainly had not started the conservation.
CHAPTER III.
The cowboys and greasers kept very quiet.
They were watching Senor Alvez almost eagerly, as though
THE LITTLE MEXICAN DANDY,
they expected to see him li~ht on the back of Young Wild
The Mexican was one of the men of his race who like fine West and give him a thrashmg at any moment.
They moved up a little closer.
clothes-not saying that they all do not, for there is scarcely
There was not a man among them who would not have liked
one of them who would not dress fine if he could afford it.
He was rigged out in the proper style of a Mexican dandy, to do it if they had dared.
Bob Heck and the man who had lost his teeth were, of
from the brass bells and pendants on his wide-brimmed light
felt hat to the glittering, cruel-looking spurs on the heels of course, the most bitter against him. But the others stuck
to their friends, and they yVould shoot down the brave boy
his shining high-topped boots.
The velvet cod and trousers, cream-colored silk shirt and if it became necessary.
But Young Wild West and his two partners were equal to
flaming red sash certainly made him look picturesque, but
his hopping about on the floor of the bar-room had a tendency any roomful of villains they had ever met.
to make him appear ridiculous, withal.
They all possessed the essential qualities of courage and
"Ther dandified greaser is on a spree," remarked Cheyenne coolness, and they never fired unless they had their targets
·
Charlie to his companions. Charlie called all Mexicans covered.
"I will not scare you," said the little man, addressing
''.greaser::;." They were all the same to him.
"Yes!" answered Wild. "Just watch him dance! I would Charlie. "You say you don't know how it would feel to be
like to have our Chinese cook here now. I am of the opinion scared? I am that same way. I have never met the man
yet who could scare me!"
he could give the Mexican lessons."
"I am quite certain that I have no idea of scaring you,"
The cowboys and the greasers seemed to know the newcomer well, for they applauded him roundly as he pivoted retorted Wild, who was now certain that the Mexican had
about the room, and one of them called him up to drink with started a conversation with them on purpose to pick a row.
"You had better not get such an idea," and Senor Alvez
them.
aHooray fur Senor Alvez!" the cowboy yelled. He is of smiled and showed his yellow teeth. "You have scared some ther right sort, an' don't you forgit it! He's ther boss horse- of these men, though, and they are my friends."
"They are your friends, are they?"
man an' deadshot of Arizony!"
"Yes, they are all my friends. We have met often. They
The last remark was directed squarely at Young Wild
are all good fellows. I have heard what you did to two of .
West, and though he noticed it, he did not appear to.
The Mexican took his favorite drink, and then he took a them. You struck one of them several times with your fist
because he was going to steal a kiss from a pretty girl. Then
good look at the occupants of the room.
Finally his eyes lingered on our hero and his two partners. you shot at the heels of the other and made him dance.
They were strangers to him, and their neat-fitting hunting- Senor Young Wild West, I am a Mexican, but I know a great
suits probably impressed him, since he had an eye for style. deal about you Americans, and I can speak your language
better than some who were born ana bred in your country."
"How do, senors?" he said, walking up to them.
"Well," answered Wild, keeping as cool as an iceberg, "if
"First rate,"- answered Wild, smiling at him, for he noticed
_that the Mexican was of rather small stature, and his pe1·t you know a great deal about us Americans you ought to be
aware that when a man insults a lady he generally gets
manner reminded him of some little sprite in a play.

"Yes. The Irishman said he would go as my valet, and the
Dutchman wants to go as a general servant for the rest of
you. Ilut I guess we don't want any servants, so if they go
with us they can simply help do the work there is to do, along
with the rest. I don't know whether they have got sufficient
money to buy horses with or not. I will ask them about it,
and if they haven't I'll help them out. They are both good
fellows, I think, and deserve a push along in the world."
. A little later Wild and his partners went out into the barroom, le::tving the ladies in the care of the proprietor's wife.
They learned that Pat and J akey were in the kitchen getting their supper.
The cowboys a!ld the two greasers were still there drinking
themselves full to the brim.
They were making lots of noise, but had not done anything
that was really out of order.
Just as our friends entered Bob Heck was in the middle
of the room dancing.
"Whoop!" he shouted. "I'm jest gittin' up steam! Young
Wild West r.1ade me dance ther tenderfoot dance, but I kin
dance as good r\ breakdown as any galoot that ever come over
ther range ! Whoop! I'm a good-natured gent from a happy
home, an' I jest knows how to handle my feet when I gits
full of cornjuice!"
Just the:1 the fellow caught sight of Wild.
He stopped almost instantly.
"Go ahead," laughed our hero. "I am not going to inte1·fere with you. Le'. us see what you can do."
"No!" was the retort. "I danced for you once to-day. I
ain't goin' to do it ag'in."
"Well, suit yourself, then. I am not going to make you
dance."
All the fun and humor had left the cowboy instantly, and
,Wild saw that he was very bitter against him.
One of the other cowboys got up, however, and did a dance,
almost kicking a hole through the floor in his efforts to do it
right.
"Boys, I guess I spoiled Bob I-leek's fun by cm;ning in here,"
.our hero observed. "He seems to have it in for me for fair.
,Well, I hope he does not go so far as to try and get revenge
'for what I did to him."
Before either Charlie or Jim could answe1· a fancifully attired Mexican came in and began dancing about the room
like a Jumping-jack.
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knocked down for it, providing there is a true American near
. enough to him to do it. No one but a miserable sneak would
insult a lady in the way your frien<l did it, anyhow."
"Ha, ha!" laughed the little fellow. "What is a kiss?
Why, the young lady would never have missed it! There
would still have been plenty left for you."
Wild was now getting very much angered.
Charlie and Jim knew it, and. they both expected to see
something happen very shortly.
The scout was itching to take a part in the game.
He felt just like getting hold of the Mexican and throwing
him out in the street.
Though he knew it was Wild's affair, he could not keep
.,,
still.
"Maybe you'd have tried to do a little kissin', if you'd been
there?" he said to the senor.
"Me! Why, certainly I would. I have a great way with
the ladies, especially the American ladies. I would have
kissed them all to welcome them to Tucson."
"An' ther minute you tried it you would have been ther
worst mussed-up greaser in ther town."
"Would you have mussed me up?" and Senor Alvez slid his
hand to the butt of the revolver that was stuck in his gaudy'
luoking sash .
"I reckon so !"
Then, before any one divined the scout's intentions, he
caught the Mexican about the body and swung him in the air
over his head.
"Look out, there!" he bawled out, and then with a rush he
went for the open door.
He let the little dandy go just before he got there and he
shot out like a catapult.
But he was a very agile fellow, and when he landed he
struck on the ground upon his hands and feet like a cat.
Not one of the inmates of the room offered to interfere
with Charlie when he performed this rather remarkable feat.
Young Wild West and Jim Da1t had drawn their revolvers,
and that was incentive enough for them to keep still.
"J:ltreckon that's ther way we fix greasers when they git
too sassy," said the scout, as he stood in the doorway and
waited to see what the little Mexican would do.
It was near <lark by this time, but it was still light enough
to see very well outside.
Wild t~ought he would go out and have the argument out
with Senor Alvez.
He went out of the door just as the Mexican regained his
feet.
"Let him alone, Charlie," he said. "I will attend to him.
You and Jim just watch the rest. Shoot down the first man
who offers to interfere with us."
"All right!" replied the scout. "I couldn't help throwin'
ther li-ttlc fool out. Maybe he'll go it a little easier now."
The fall had jarred the senor not a little, but he soon got
himself in shape.
The first thing he did was to spit out a yard or two of
oaths in his own language.
Then he jerked out his revolver and made a beeline for the
door of the bar-room.
He was met by Young Wild West.
"Drop your shooter, senor! It might go off, and then
some one would be apt to get hu1t!"
As the words came from the lips of our hero the Mexican
found himself staring into the muzzle -of a revolver that was
held by a hand that was as steady and as firm as 'a rock.
When Wil<l spoke in a commanding way the1·e was something in the tone of his voice that always impressed the party
addressed as much as the sight of his revolver did.
And so it was in this case.
The Mexican 'Was as plucky as a gameco.ck, beyond the least
doubt, but circumstances alter cases.
The coolness of our hero staggered him.
"Drop you1· shooter, senor!"
This time Wild put more force in the command.
'I'hud!
The weapon dropped from his hand and fell upon the stoop.
"Do you want to fight m e, senor?" asked our hero, not
taking his eyes from those of the little man.
There was no reply.
"If you want to fight me," resumed Young Wild '\,Vest,
"just say so, and we will g_o back of the hotel and have it out.
You can have the choice of weapons. It matters not to me
which way we go at it; but I assure you that if we do fight
you will go under!"
"I have no quarrel with you, Senor Wild West," was the
reolv.
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"Then it's me you're after," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"Yes, you are the one I must fight."
"All right, you measly coyote! How do you want to
fight?"
"I will fight you with the sabre. I must wipe out the insult you gave me just now."
"Git your blamed old sabres, an' hurry up about it! I'm a
reg-ular sausage machine when I git to work with the sabre.
Your gang will have to take you up on a shovel when they git
ready to bury you after ther fight. Whoopee! Come on,
you measly coyote!"
"All right, senor." The Mexican made a motion to Wild
signifying that he was done with him, and then he turned to
one of the greasers and said something to him in his own
language.
The result was that the man immediately !~ft the hotel.
In a few minutes he returned with two heavy cavalry
swords.
"These will do, I think, senor," said the Little Mexican.
"I reckon if they suit you, they do me," retorted Charlie,
with a grin. "~ou might be an expeit, Mr. Greaser, but look
out I <lon't make sausage meat out of you!"
"Don't hurt the little fool, Charlie," Wild whispered in the
ear of the scout. "You are too big and strong for him. Don't
hurt him unless you find that you have to in order to escape
being hurt yourself."
"Just as you sa~,, Wild, but ther measly greaser deserves
to be cut into ribbons! He's no good, an' you know it!"
"Well, do as I say. Just teach him a lesson; then he will
not be so boiste1·ous hereafter."
"Very well."
"Come out in the yard!" said the Mexican, as he took one
of the swords and tested its sharpness.
1
"Lead ther way, you bandy-legged galoot!" retorted
find
you'll
reckon
"I
weapon.
the
to
Charlie, taking the mate
me there when you're ready to pass in your chips."
"I am sorry for this," whispered the hotel-keeper to Wild.
"Senor Alvez is an expert with any kind of a weapon. He
will kill your friend, I am afraid ."
"Don't be alarmed, retorted our hero. "Cheyenne Charlie
is quite ab.l e to take care of himself. You will soon see that."
As it was now quite dark, a couple of lanterns were lighted,
Jim Dart taking one of them and the cowboy called Bob
Heck the other.
There was a good-sized yard in the rear of the hotel, and a
couple of minutes later there was a big crowd gathered there
to witness the duel.
CHAPTER IV.
FOLLOWED BY THE MEXICAN.

Jim Dait took his place where he could throw the light
from the lantern on the Mexican, and Bob Heck did exactly
the reverse, so his friend, the senor, could have all the advantage possible.
It was taken for granted by the principals that these two
were to act as seconds.
"ls ther senor ready?" a sked Cheyenne Charlie, a mocking
smile playing about his lips.
"I aJ114," was the reply.
"Then let yourself go, you yaller-skinned galoot!"
Clash!
The two heavy blades came together, and the sparks flew in
every direction.
What the Mexican lacked in strength he plainly made up
in skill. The scout soon found that he had no mean foe to
contend with .
Clash ! Clash!
They were at it in earnest now.
The lithe, supple form of Cheyenne Charlie loomed above
that of the little Mexican like a church spire alongside an
ordinary building.
Senor Alvez was like a cat. He was here, the1·e and everywheTe, striking right and l,P,ft and doing his best to get an
opening.
But he scout kept cool and waited, also.
He was !<ept busy parrying the savage ni-,ws ai:m.ed at his
head and breast, meanwhile, but he was just as coefident
as ever.
Charlie meant to disarm his antagonist.
Before they had been at it a minute he knew he could cut
him down if he so desired.
But Young Wild West had told him not to, and he waa
srninr;r to ahi<le bv what his young i......i...., ,_J.,A
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"I reckon you're a good one, Mister Greaser," he said,
, tauntingly, "but the game is too stiff for your limit. Look
· out for yourself, now! I'm goin' to slice off your head!"
The threat threw the Mexican momentarily off his guard.
Spat!
The flat of Charlie's blade struck him on the wrist and the
sword went flying from the senor's hand.
Whiz-whiz!
The glistening blade whirled around his head like lightnin~,
and it seemed to the spectators that the scout had kept his
word and beheaded his foe.
But no!
The point of the blade suddenly stopped at his breast right
wh!)re his heart was located.
"I reckon I win ther fight, Mr. Greaser!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"Mer cy, senor!" gasped the Mexican.
"All right. That's jest what I'm showin' you-me,·~y ?
Now, are you satisfied?"
"I am satisfied, senor."
"All right, then. Vamoose the1· ranch!"
Bob Heck took the dandified little Mexican -by the arm
and escorted him into the hotel, the cowboys following without a word.
Young Wild West and his two partners walked in a moment later as calmly as though nothing had happened.
"Give everybody what they want at the bar, landlord!"
called out Wild.
But the Mexican and his friends did not stay to be treated.
They went out by the front way and hied to a saloon on
the other side of the street.
"Shimminy crickets!"
"Be the bones av me ancestors! But that was wonder.full"
Our hero turned and saw Jakey Muller and Pat Mulligan
standing near them.
"Did you fellows see the fight?" he asked.
"Did we ?" echoed the Irishman. "Bejabers, we are after
seein' the whole business, from beginnin' to end. Young Wild
West, yez are the greatest man I iver was after runnin'
across! And Cheyenne Charlie knows more about a sword
than any man in the queen's army in the old country!"
"T bade you dot was right, already," nodded the German.
'rhose who remained in the barroom 1·egarded our friends
as som~hing more than natural.
,
They bowed to them, shook hands with them and toasted
them.
Young Wild Vilest and his partners did not like too much of
this.
They soon retired from the room and went to join the
ladies, taking Pat and Jakey with them.
Then they sat down and allowed the Irishman and German
to tell the girls what had happened . .
They told it all right, but it was rather a peculiar story.
Both overdid it, making out Wild and Charlie greater
heroes than had ever been heard of.
It was something new for Cheyenne Charlie to participate
in a sword fight, and his wife looked at him with admiring
eyes, after she found that he had not received the least
scratch in the duel.
1
"Wliat are you going to try next?" she asked.
"I don't know," was the reply. "I wouldn't have oone what
I did if Wild hadn't allowed me to go ahead. I wanted to
slash the;: greaser into bits, but he said no."
"Well, it is all the better, isn't it?"
"I don't know about that. Ther Mexican will be tryin' to
git saisfaction, most likely, an' that means that we'll have to
be on the watch all tiler time. If I had finished him that
would have ended it."
Both Wild and Jim knew there was a whole lot of truth
in what the scout said.
They were fully satisfied that Senor Alvez was not the
sort of man to let the matter drop.
The way Wild and Charlie had used him was quite sufficient to make him feel angry, but, like the most of his race,
he would not be apt to let the soreness wear away.,
"\Vell, we are not going to stay here in Tucson very long,
so we won't have a great while to be on the watch for the
Mexican," observed our hero.
"When are we going to leave here, Wild?" asked Arietta.
"Oh, ·I don't see any use of staying any longer than tomorrow," was the reply.
"Then we will start for the Guadalupe Pass, I suppose?"
"Yes, I want to give Pat and J akey a chance to dig a little
gold to take back East with them," and he turned to the
Irishman and German.
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Both smiled and nodded quite vigorously.
"How are you fellers fixed for gittin' horses?" asked
Charlie.
The pair shook their heads.
"I will fit them out," spoke up Wild. "That part of it will
be all right. I have made up my mind that they are going
to New York with some gold. If they make enough. to pay
me back what I spend for them, all right, and if they don't,
it is all the same."
"Yez am too koind to us, Young Woild West!" exclaimed
Pat.
"Dot vos right!" chimed in Jakey. "Dot vos a kind of kindness dot vos great!"
The next day our friends took '1n the sights of tile town.
Toward night Wild purchased a couple of mustangs for the
Irishman and German, whom he now termed as his proteges,
so that made them ready to set out the next morning.
As the horses of the party had arrived in first-class shape
that morning there was nothing to hold them back.
With the--horses they rode was a pack-horse, which was
used to carry the necessary equipments for camping out on
the prnirie and mountains.
They had seen nothing of Senor Alvez, nor had any of
the cowboys shown themselves since the duel the night before.
They put in a comfortable night at the hotel again, and the
next morning right after breakfast they started off on horseback for the long ride to the border of New Mexico.
Both Pat and Jakey knew how to ride in the saddle, tilough
they were not what might be called experts.
They too!< the old arm y trail, that led almost due southeast,
and soon al'! aspects of civilization were left behind them.
As the sun was very 1-\ot, they were glad to come to a halt
at noon and rest beneath the shade of a group of broad-leafed
trees.
Pat and Mike hastened to kindle a fire to cook the dinner,
while the girls proceeded to so1t over the provisions.
A stream of water was hard by, and there was plenty of
grass for the horses, so Wild decided to stay there for a
couple of hours.
When dinner was ready they all sat down and made a
hearty meal.
They had just finished when Jim Dart happened to l<_>ok
back over the trail and saw a party of horsemen approaching
in the distance.
As they had met but few during the morning, they were
naturally int erest ed in seeing who the strangers were.
Young ·wild West no sooner took a look at them, when he
exclaimed:
"Why, that is Senor Alvez, the dandy little Mexican, in
the lead. I wonder what they are coming this way for?"
"Follerin' us, you kin bet on that!" . retorted Cheyenne
Charlie, who also recognized his opponent in the due1 with
swords.
"He's got the same fellows with him, too," remarked Jim,
after he had looked for a moment.
"Well, we may as well be on our guard," said Wild. "It
might be that they will attack us when they get here."
His two par t ners made a quick examination of their weapons and found them ready for instant use.
Meamvhile the approaching horsemen came right on at a
gentle trot.
They did not halt until they were within fifty yards of the
camp in the .g rove of trees.
"Ahl" exclaimed the Mexican, acting as though he was
very much sm·prised. "So it is Young Wild West and his
friends, is it?"
"You have got that just right, my Mexican friend," answered our hero. "Where are you fellows going?"
"To Guadalupe Pass, senor."
"To look for gold, I presume?"
"Yes, Senor Wild West, to look for gold."
"Well, take my advice and look out you don't find something else before you get there."
"What else would we be apt ter find. Young Wild West?"
spoke up Bob Heck, who had brought his horse to a halt at
the side of the senor.
,
"Lead!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, before ·Wild could answer. "You might find lead-in round chunks, an' some long
ones, too, if you don't watch out!"
"Hal" said the Mexican, throwing out his chest. "So the
Americans have a grudge against us, have they?"
"You kin ca ll it that if you want to."
"I guess we will never bother you fellows, so long as you
Jet us alone," spoke up Wild.
"Oh! We will not oother you," the Mexican assured them.
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as he dismounted and led his horse to the shade of the trees.
The little senor made no reply to this, but walked away
"I never expected to see you again. I had quite forgotten after his men.
you Americans."
The one cowboy remained there until the chickens and
"That's a lie!" gnrnted the scout, loud enough for the little coffee were cooked and then he carried the stuff over to them,
man to hear.
making thrne, or four trips to do it.
But no attention was paid to the remark, however, and
Senor Alvez was as good as his word, for as soon as they1
Senor Alvez told his men to dismount aI)cl take a rest on the had finished eating they mounted and rode away, taking the
the bank of the stream in the shade.
trail to the southeast.
"You would save us the trouble of making a fire, senor,
It was over an hour later when our friends set out again.,
if you allowed us to cook a little on yours," he observed, look-j "I guess we will not follow the trail," said Wild. "Those
ing at Wild sharply.
. fellows may take it in their heads to ambush us. We will
"Go ahead!" said Wild, much to Charlie's surprise.
strike due south and take another route. I guess we will
"Thank you."
manage to get through all right."
. "One o~ the cowboys b?gan to gat1?-er some ~ood to replen"I reckon so," nodded Charlie. "It might be that we could
1sh the ~ire, and when 1t was blazrng up brightly they all git ahead of 'em by doin' that, for if they 1f;Y to ambush us
came a little closer and put on a kettle of water and dropped they'll be waitin' for us while we're travelin ."
some cof_fee in it. .
.
.
"That's right!" exclaimed ,Jim Dart.
Ou~- fn_ends W<:re right amon~ the trees, a!ld Wild_ advised
So they waited until they found a good place to leave the
the girls m a whisper to get belund them, so 1f anythmg hap-, trail, and then they cut off to the right.
pened they would not be apt t<;> be hurt by ~ stray bull1:;t.
They managed to pick their way along quite easily, and
The rascals were busy pluckmg and dressmg: some chickens they wei-e just congratulating themselves on their good luck
now, and when they_ gos them ready they spitted them and two hours after the start when they suddenly came upon
pu~ them <;>ver the fir~.
.
.
?"
another trail.
v\:here 1s 1'."oung Wild West gomg, 1f I may ask. queried
"Hello!" exclaimed Wild. "I wonder where this leads to?"
th?, little Mexican, after a ra,!her l_engthy pause.
Charlie and Jim shook their heads in the ne7,a tive.
To the same place as you, replied our hero.
None of them had been in that part of Arizona before.
'.'. And ,,for the same purpose, I presume?"
It was all new to them, as far as knowing the country was 1
"Yes.
.
•
.
concerned.
Would you be offended 1f I asked you one more quest10n,
"It 1 k t
,,
d
Senor Wild West?"
oo s o me, resume our h ero, ''tl1~t we. 1,av1: s t rue k
a short cut to where we want to go. This trail pomts ex"I can't answer that," retorted Wild, wondering what the actly where we want to go to cut off the Mexican and his'
villain was driving at.
gang and get ahead of them.
suppose we will strike a vil"Well, I shall ask it, anyhow. I don't believe it will offend lage before long, for it looks asI though
the tr;.til is frequently
you much. Which i.s the lady that came so near being kissed traveled."
the day of her arrival in Tucson?"
"Well, let us keep right ahead and get as far as we can
"That is none of your business, senor!"
by sunset, then," observed Arietta.
Wild took a step toward him as he said this, and the Mexi"All right," answered her young lover. "Just get that
can started back nervously.
moving a little faster, Pat."
That the villains had been following them and meant to pack-horse
"I will, sor!" answered the Irishman, and then he gave1
pick a fight with them our hero was now well satisfied.
"Senor Alvez," he said, looking the rascal st raight in the the animal a cut with a switch, and they began moving at a
pace.
eyes, "you should have learned to let us alone by this time, faster
They rode along for a full hour without seeing a sign of,
but since the lesson was no good to you, I want to tell you anything
human.
somethmg. The least move that either you or any of the vilThen they suddenly came in sight of a fort.
lains with you makes, lead will begin to .fly! Do you know
It was one of the old-fashioned kind, and had probably
what I mean?"
been built during the war with Mexico.
"I know!" was the quick reply.
There was a little settlement near it, and when Wild looked!
at his watch and found that it was after five o'clock, he concluded to stop there over night.
CHAPTER V.
A few minutes later· they rode into the little village and
halted in front of a trading store that was not far from the /
ARIETTA PLAYS A JOKE.
fort.
Young Wild West looked at the fancy-dressed Mexican
A few soldiers could be seen about and several lazy-looking
steadily for a moment.
men were seated in the shade, smoking and reading from
"You had better get out of my sight as quickly as you papers that looked as though they were months old.
can!" he said, after a pause. "I gave you permission to cook
Here and there a lazy Mexican could be seen stretched out
your grub over our fire, but just as soon as it is cooked you under the trees, and a few women and children were at work
had better get away."
Bob Heck and the rest of the cowboys had their hands close in the fields.
to their revolvers, but not one of them had the nerve. to draw
"A tiresome-looking place," remarked Eloise. "I guess they,
-them.
don't do much else but sleep here."
"You make a mistake, Senor "\¥ild West," said the Mexican.
"It looks that way," answered Arietta. "Well, I don't
"I bear you no ill-will. 1 did not know that you were here suppose they have much else to do."
when I saw your camp."
The arrival of our friends awoke the proprietor of the
"You lie!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
trading store, and he came out yawning and stretching his 1
Senor Alvez shrugged his shoulders.
arms over his head.
"Those are hard words," he answered.
"How d'yc do, strangers?" he called out in a drawling
"But they're true ones, all ther same," declared the scout. voice. "Ain't yer lost around this way?"
"I wouldn't believe a greaser under oath. You do as Wild
Not exactly," replied Wild. "What place do you call this,,
says, an' light out putty quick. If you don't you an' me will anyhow?"
be fightin' another duel, an' if we do you won't git off as easy
"This are Fort Buchanan, young feller. It's an all-fired
as you did ther last time."
lively place, too. It beats anything this side of the Mexican
The little man saw it was no use, so he turned to his fol- border, I kin tell yer !"
lowers and said something to them in a low tone.
·
"I should t hink so," and our hero cast a glance at a couple
The result was that all of them but one walked away, of sl-!eping l',fo _-ica11s under a tree a few yards distant.
catching their horses and leading them with them.
"Oh, ther men don't do much around here until after sun"This man will stay until our food is cooked, and then he down," said the storekeeper, noticing his glance.
will bring it to us," observed the Mexican. "Then we will
"Oh, I see! Does the trail out of here lead anywhere near
eat and go on our way. But you have made a mistake, Senor Guadalupe Pass?"
Wild West."
"Right to it, I calculate. What's ther matter with you
"Perhaps I have," replied Wild. "I am iiable to make fellers, ain't got ther gold fever, have yer? I've heard thatl
mistakes as well as anyone else. But you just be careful and it's all lies about ther bein' gold over there. Anyhow, I ain't
see that you don't make any. Don't bother your head about I goin' to bother my time about goin' there to hunt fur it. I've
the mistakes I make."
l~ot about all I kin attend to here ri~ht in this store."
4
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for the night they were within a few yards of a noisy cascade.
Arietta began thinking about the fir.eworks she had pur·
chased after the evening meal was over.
She wondered how she would get .the chance to have a
little fun with them.
It was not long after dark that an opportunity offered.
Pat and Jakey took a seat on a hollow log near the fire
and the former produced a pack of cards and proceeded to
teach the latter how to play the game called "forty-five."
It was quite amusing to listen to their talk.
Pretty soon they got into a heated argument and Cheyenne Charlie picked up a piece of decayed wood to throw at
them.
"Wait!" said Arietta. "I will settle that quarrel pretty
·
quickly."
She quickly untied the bundle she had attached to the
saddle she rode on and took from it one of the two packs of
crackers.
Her companions watched her with interest.
When they snw what she had they smiled expectantly. .
By the time Arietta was ready to give the Irishman and
the German a surprise they had settled down to business
again and were playing the game for all they were worth.
But pretty soon they got into another wrangle.
Arietta stepped over to the fire under the pretext of spreading the coals to make it die out quickly.
She had removed the paper from the crackers, and she
now touched the, end of the fuse to a live coal.
Then, as it began to sizzle, she very deftly tossed it into
the hollow log directly beneath where the pair were seated.
Bang!
The first cracker went off.
Pat and Jakey jumped into the air with one accord.
Bang! Bang!
They looked about them in wild alarm. ·
Bang-bang-bang! Bang-ban-n-n-ng !
Then all the good ones in the pack got in their work and
the two fled in different directions from the camp.
It was more than five minutes before they came back, and
when they did they found our friends still laughing.
"What was after happenin', anyhow?" asked Pat, his face
pale from fright.
"Who vos do so muchness of a shooting?" inquired J akey,
in a trembling tone of voice.
"Did you get hit by any of the bullets?" queried Wild.
wife.
They both felt over themselves as though it had just oc"Oh, I forgot somethl.ng," was the reply. "I am all fixed
curred to them that they might be wounded.
nov.--."
It was fully half an hour before they learned what had
"Some of that blue ribbon, I'll bet," observed Eloise.
"Never mind. I'll show you soon enough what it was I caused the explosions, and then they laughed good-naturedly
at Arietta's little joke.
forgot."
'T'here were plenty of suitable places to camp, so they soon
picked out one and made ready to pass the night.
A corporal from the fort came up and talked with them
CHAPTER VI.
a few minutes, and he even seemed to have the tired feeling
that predominated there.
WILD IS CAPTURED.
' He yawned and fanned himself and walked away.
Just as they had started a fire to cook the evening meal a
As our friends were thinking of retiring for tt,e night
dirty-faced boy of twelve came up with a string of freshlythe sky became cloudy, and in a short time it began to rain.
caught fish and wanted to sell them.
It did not rain any too often in that part of the country,
Wild promptly bought them and gave him more than he
but when it did it generally came down pretty hard.
·
asked.
The result was Young Wild West and his companions were
"We may as well have an assortment for supper," he observed. "We don't get a chance to have fresh fish very forced to spend a very uncomfortable night.
But they were used to taking the good with the bad, and
often."
So they made a very good meal of what they had, and so they made no complaint.
Eloise Gardner was the only delicate one in the party, and
after it was over prepared to take things easy.
They were annoyed considerably by the natives during the they managed to arrange things so she was . kept perfectly
early evening, but this soon stopped, and then they turned dry.
W.hile the storm did not last more than a couple of hours,
in, keeping a guard just the same as if they were on the
it le!t a dampness that could only disappear when the sun
open prairie.
The next morning they turned their backs upon the settle- shone on it on the morrow.
When the sun did come out the next morning they were all
ment at Fort Buchanan and set out over the trail for
very glad.
Guadalupe Pass.
The chill of the night soon wore off, and then they laughed
It was just about a hundred miles from the fort, so they
had learned from the storekeeper, and Wild wanted to reach and joked over the inconveniences they had been put to.
The blankets and tents were left to dry, and about an hour
it by the middle of the next day, if possible.
They made good time that day, and did not see anything of after they had eaten breakfast they were ready to resume the
.
journey.
the Mexican and his gang.
Thy had just got in motion, and Jakey Muller was singing
When night came they found thi:mselves in a pretty wild
a rollicking song of his fatherland when a rifle cracked from a
place in the mountains.
But the trail showed signs of being traveled considerably, high bluff a couple of hundred yards distant and a bullet
and that told them that they were pretty close to a settlement whizzed past the head of Young Wild West.
"Oh!" exclaimed our hero, as he caught a glimpse of a
or two of some kind.
As they were now in the mountains, they had little difficulty disappearing figure. "Our enemies have discovered us, have
'
in finding plenty of water, and when they went into camp they?"

"Don't you hire a clerk?" asked Jim, looking at him with
an expression.
"Hire a clerk! What fur? Jest come in an' see what I've
got to sell. You'll certainly want to stock up a little if you're
~oin' to hunt fur gold at Guadalupe Pass. I've got a little
of everything at reasonable prices, too."
"Let's go in and see what he has ,:rot," suggested Arietta.
All hands were willing, so they dismounted.
Arietta led the way into the store and a couple of minutes
later the storekeeper was busy showing them his stock in
trade.
They found that he kept several things that they needed,
and they accordingly purchased them. While looking around
the store Arietta came upon a box containing a mixed assortment of fireworks.
There were a few packs of firecrackers in it, some pinwheels and a couple of cans containing redfire.
The girl became possessed of the idea to buy some of the
things without letting her companions know of it.
A spirit of mischief had popped into her head, for she was
thinking of Pat and Jakey.
Some fun could surely be had with them by utilizing the
fireworks unexpectedly.
When all their purchases had been made Arietta started
to leave the store with the rest.
But just as she got out she made an excuse that she had
forgotten something and went back.
"I see you celebrate the Fourth of July around here," she
said to the man.
"A little bit," was the reply. "Not so much as they ought
to, though. They fire ther guns at ther fort, an' that makes
noise enough, I s'pose. Ther people are too lazy around here
to shoot off fireworks. There's them · in that box that I've
had nigh two years now."
"I think there is something there that I want," said the
girl, walking up to the box. "I'll take this can of redfire and
these two packs of crackers."
"All right, miss. You kin have 'em fur fifty cents, bein's
it's you."
Arietta promptly paid the required amount and then had
the articles put in the package she had already purchased.
She came out a few minutes later, smiling at the thought
of the fun she would have with the fireworks.
"What kept you so long, Et?" asked Cheyenne ~harlie's
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Then, without another wol'd, he urged his horse forward at
a sharp gallop.
He was g·ning to find the villain who had shot at him if he
possibly co, l.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart immediately started after
him, but the sorrel was a swifter horse than either of them
rode, and he got a good lead.
Along the winding trail our hero dashed, feeling quite certain that the man who had fired the shot would take to it, and
that it would only be a question of a short time before he
would overhaul him.
Tlutt it was one of the Mexican's gang he was quite certain, and that being the case, it was more than likely that he
would have them all to fight if he came upon the guilty party.
But that made no difference to Young Wild West.
When he got in a fighting humor such a cowardly lot as he
knew that particular gang to be did not frighten him in the
least.
He soon rounded a bend and got out of sight of his companions.
Wild was riding ha;·d, but his eyes and ears were both on
the alert for danger.
The spot where the shot was fired from was off to his left,
and he kept a lookout in the direction the villain would be apt
to ta!<e in making his escape.
Suddenly he came to a dense growth of pines.
The trail led through them, and though it looked dark
ahead of him, he did not stop. ,
He had not ridden more than fifty yards through the grove
when his horse stumbled and fell, throwing him over its
head!
Wild landed heavily, since the fall was entirely unexpected
by him.
The revolver he was holding in readiness to shoot with was
knocked from his grasp and he rolled over in a dazed condition.
Before he could scramble to his feet two forms pounced
upon him and a heavy hand -Was clapped over his mouth.
Then he was dragged off through the bushes, just as the
sorrel got up and scampered away in a fri~ht.
"Untie ther rope an' come on!" a voice said. "Hurry!
There's some one comin'!"
Wild caught a glimpse of a man untying a rope that had
been stretched across the trail, ~d •then he was whisked
a·way through the dark grove.
He knew what had caused his horse to fall now, and he
realized that he had run right into a trap.
W_\1.ile two stalwart men were carrying him along a third
was busy winding a lariat about his body, pinioning his arms
to his sides at the same time.
There was no use in struggling to get away from the
villains.
He would simply waste his strength if he did that, and he
was aware of it.
For about three minutes his captors kept on through the
growth of pines and then they went down a short descent
with him until they were at the bottom of a narrow defile.
Then 11e was lifted over a boulder into a dark passage.
"Push!" he heard one of them say, as he was left in the
grasp of a single man, who kept his hand pressed tightly over
his mouth. "Git that boulder back, an' then I'll guarantee
they'll never find us!"
There were three of them, all told, and under the united
efforts of the two who were working at the boulder, it rolled
to where they wanted to get it.
Then it was as dark as a pocket in the passage.
"Now, I reckon we kin take time to gag him," said the
villain, who was keeping Wild from making any noise.
"Yes," replied one of the others. "It is all ri~ht now, I
guess. This is what I call a great scheme. I didn't think
Senor Alvez was so good at puttin' up jobs."
"Oh, he knows a good deal more than many gives him
credit fur."
It was Bob Heck who said that.
Our hero r ecognized his voice instantly.
He now fuily realized that he had fallen into a dangerous
predicnment.
An improvised gag was stuffed into the boy's mouth and
tied there, and then they lifted him to his feet and tied him
so his arms were secured and he had the use of his legs.
"I reckon you kin walk all right, Young Wild West," said
Bob Heck. "Jest see to it that you go along steady, now, or
it will be all ther worst for you! We caught you very easy,
an' now that we've got you, we're goin' to keep you till we
git ready to finish you. You have had your turn; now we've
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got ours! Jest see who comes out ahead. This ain't goin' to
be no case of seein' who kin draw his shooter ther quickest.
You ain't goin' to be allowed to touch a shooter at all, you
,
ain't!"
Wild thought it best to walk along willingly.
He knew he would gain nothir.g by being obstinate.
They proceeded on through the dark passage for at least
five minutes, winding this way and that, and then daylight
could be seen ahead.
"It don't seem possible that we're ther other side of that
high ridge now," remarked one of the men, as he stepped out
of the passage into a little glen. "This is the last place on
earth Young Wild West's friends will come to look for him.
They will never think of such a thing as him being this side of
the ridge."
"Right you are!" exclaimed Bob Heck. "It is what I call a
lucky thing that the S'enor ran across his brother last night."
"Oh, he expected to meet him all the time."
"Well, it was lucky, anyhow, whether he did or not."
Wild took a look around him as soon as he emerged from
the passage.
That the passage was a -natural one he was satisfied, but
it seemed rather wonderful that it should extend clear to the
other side of the ridge.
But he had no time to think about that just then, for before him he beheld a long building constructed of logs.
Near it was a small pasture lot with half a dozen sheep
grazing in it, and not far distant WfLS a big pen containing,
some hogs.
Wild now saw that one of his captors was a stranger.
The other two were Bob Heck and another cowboy.
The strange man evidently knew just where he was going,
for he walked up to the door of the cabin and opened it.
Then Wild was forced to go inside with them.
"You've looked at the sun fur ther last time, I reckon,
Young Wild West," said the stranger, with a sardonic smile.J
"You are now at a place that few visitors ever left alive;
Your liff:! is at stake, Young Wild West."
"Take him in the other room," spoke up Heck. "Then we
kin take ther gag out of his mouth an' hear what he's got to;
say about ther neat trick we played on him."
Just then the door of the room mentioned opened and a
wrinkle-faced Mexican woman came out.
She looked at Wild keenly, but there was not the least sign,
of pity on her countenance.
She muttered something in her own tongue and stepped
aside for the men to pass through the doorway with their
'
prisoner.
Wild was forced into the room, and as he looked around he
saw that it was a rather big apartment with considerable
furniture in it.
In one end there was a big, heavy chair that had un-i
doubtedly been carved from the stump of a big tree, as the·
bark remained on it in many places.
To this the boy was taken, and when he had been placeq
in it in a sitting posture the three men set at work and boundj
him to it securely.
Then the gag was taken from his mouth.
It was a great relief to Wild.
"Well, Young Wild West, how do yer fee'l ?" asked Bob,
Heck, grinning mockingly at him.
"Oh, not so bad as you might think," was the calm retort.
"You ain't hardly able to shoot at my boot-heels now, are.
you?"
"No; I didn't either," and then the rascal laughed heartily,
just as though it was a ~reat joke.
The other two joined m with him, and Wild looked at them,
in disgust.
"You don't like to be laughed at, I reckon," observed the
strange man, stepping up to the captive.
· "Oh, if it does you any good to laugh, go ahead and do it.
I like to see people enjoy themselves, even if I can't myself.''
"Well, that's real good of you, I must say. If you was to
have your choice about enjoyin' yourself now, what would
you take?"
"I would take just three shots."
"You would, hey?"
"Yes; one at you and one at each of your partners."
"An' you would enjoy <loin' that?"
"I certainly would."
"Well, it is too bad you can't be allowed to do it," said th~
man mockingly.
"I know it is too bad. But never mind! I'll get the chance
,
before long, perhaps."
"You seem to talk jest as though your life wasn't at stake." 1
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"Do I? Well, I am so used to having my life at stake that
I dor't mind it ;nuch any more."
The thre;) villains looked at him in amazement.
They could net u~derstand why it was that he was so cool.
But they did not know Young Wild West as well as some
othe:· people di::i.
Wild sat there as calmly as though he was simply seated in
the house of a friend, waiting for him to appear.
The th1·e'e men now ce2.sed taU:ing to him.
Probably it was his coolness that made them stop.
Pretty soon two of them went out.
It was Bob Heck who remained in the room with our hero.
Wild thought he would question him a little.
"You said a few minutes ago that my life was at stake;
what did y,:,u mean by that?" he asked.
"Well, I don't know as it makes any difference whether
I tell you or not," mw the reply. "It iS'this way: Senor Alvez
fixed up a plan Ly which he could capture you an' ther redhaired gal. IIe's went an' got in love with her, you see, an'
he's goin' to give her the choice of seein' you killed or
marryin' him. That's where it comes in that your life is at
.s take. D'ye understand now, Young Wild West?"
Our hero understood all right.
He had not been worrying about himself, but the thought
that Arietta was to fall into the power of the litle Mexican
villai11 almost maddened him.
If the villains had succeeded in catching him, why could
they not get Arietta in their power?"
By a great effort he controlled his fee1ings.
"So that is how my life is at stake, is it?" he remarked.
"I rec!rnu that's jest how," was the reply. "As life is
sweet, I s'pose you'll let ther senor marry your sweetheart?
Anything is better than havin' your head blown off, I guess."
Wild made no reply to this.
He knew not what to say just then.
Finally he fixecl his eyes on those of the man and said:
"Well, Senor Alvez may have me in his power all right, but.
he hr,s not got my sweetheart."
"But he will have her, though."
"I don't believe it."
"You don't, hey? Ah! here comes horses now!"
An almost hopeless feeling came upon Wild as the villain
went to the door.
'.Che next minute he heard a numbe1· of men coming in the
front room of the cabin, and as he turr1ed his head he :,aw
two of them come in with the bound form of a female in their
arms.
It was Arietta!

CHAPTER VII.
CiiAP.LIE AND JIM ARE MUCH WORRIED.

"Do you think Wild will catch the villain who fired that
shot at hil"1 ?" asked Eloise of Arietta, as our hero and his
two partners dashed away ahead of them.
"It will be -strange if he does not," was the reply. "'Wild
very seldom makes a mistake, you know."
"Yes, but suppose there is a lot of the villains lying up
there somewhere waiting for to fire on them as they come
past?"
"It· will be a hard thing to ambush Young Wild West in
the daylight," said Arietta, who had great faith in the skill
and fighting qualities of her young lover.
"I suppose we ha<'! better keep moving ri~ht on," remarked
Anna, as Cheyem1e Charlie and Jim Dart disappeared around
a bend ahead of them a little behind Wild.
"Yes," answered Arietta. "We may as well hurry a little,
too. Pat, get a move on the pack-horse!"
"All roight, mum!" was the reply.
Then they got a little quicker motion and were soon ascending the rather narrow cut that Wild and his partners had just
gone through.
But just then something happened, that none of them had
.
.
bargained for.
There was a clattering of hoofs, and then half a dozen
horsemen burst upon them from the rear.
Arietta swung her rifle around to do battle with them, for
she naturally took it to be an attack, but before she could
·fire a shot a pair of sinewy arms wound about her and
pinioned her arms to her sides.
A startled cry escaped her lips, and then she was whisked
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from the back of her steed and the horsemen wheeled and
dashed :?w::i.y in the direction they had come from.
It all took place so suddenly that Anna and Eloise were
cor.1pletely du:nfounded.
And Pat aud ,fakey simply sat still on their horses and
looked at each other.
"Begorra ! What do yez thip.lc av that, Dutchy?"
The ll'ishman was the first to break the silence.
Anna awakened to action then.
"Come, Eloise!" she cried. "We must catch Charlie and
the others. Come ! Arietta must be saved!"
She urged her horse forward and dashed along on the trail
of her husband, followed by Jim Dart's pretty sweetheart.
"Dey vos go by der wrong way to gid Miss Arietta," observed J akey. "Pat, ve vos go pack und shootings dem
n1ans!,'

"Bedad! You're right! Come on!" was the quick reply.
LeaYing the pack-horse to take care of itself, the two
dashed back over the trail.
They were not cowards, by any means.
But they were very slow to act.
Now they had got started, and both were ready to shoot
at the villam s who had seized Arietta and carried her off the
instant they sighted them.
Both Pat and Jakey had a rifle, and they held them ready
to shoot in a hurry.
"We must save the gurril, Dutchy!"
"You vos pet we must!"
They rode as fast as they could, but when they reached the
sb'aight part of the trail the horsemen were nowhere in sight.
The Irishman and German were very much puzzled.
They could not imagine where the scoundrels could have
gone so suddenly.
They came to a halt and looked all around them, even up
at the craggy peaks above them.
"It is too bad, Dutchy!"
"Dot vos right. I vos feel me a sadness about dot," replied Jakey, and the expression on his face told plainly that
he spoke the truth.
"What are we goin' to be after doin' ?"
J akey shook his head.
They sat there for fully five minutes.
Then they heard someone shouting to them.
Looking up the little l1 ill toward the narrow cut, they saw
Cheyenne Charlie and Jfm Dart coming, followed by Anna
·
and Eloise.
The hopes of the two went up.
They felt that Arietta would soon be found now.
Anna and Eloise had managed to stop Charlie and Jim by
shouting to them.
The two p::n-tners of Wild had just been able to hear them,
and turned in time to catch a glimpse of them in hot pursuit.
They were just going to follow Wild through the dense
growth of pines, but realizing that something was wrong
behind them, they turned and rode back.
When they heard what had happened they were very much
surprised and alarmed.
Back they came to the place where the bold kidnapping of
Ariatta had taken place.
"Ther whole thing was a trick!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie. "That shot was fired to git us to hunt for ther
feller what done it, while ther rest could have a chance to
grab Arietta an' carry her off! I see it all now. I wish
Wild was hem."
"'Well, we don't want to delay any," said Jim. "'I'he
quicker we get on the trail of the scoundrels the better it
will be."
Pat and Jakey were very much agitated when they told all
they knew about it.
It was not much that they did know, but when they said
they had been unable to see anything of the villains when
they reached the place where the trail ran straight ahead,
Charlie and .Tim knew that they had taken to the bushes on
one side or other of the trail.
The thing for them to do now was to find where they had
left it.
The scout dismounted and Dart quickly followed his ex.
ample.
They .began hunting carefully over the ground for the
hoof prints.
As it was very hard and rocky there, the marks could
scarcely be distinguished.
The two searched the trail carefully, going a distance of
perhaps three hundred yards.
But they could not find where the horsemen had left it.
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"Poor Spitfire!" said Eloise, taking the bridle-rein of the
They next turned their attention to either side, hoping to
locate a spot that would indicate that the horses had gone horse, as he came up alongside her. "Where is your master ?"
The intelligent animal gave a neigh, as though he was trythat way.
Charlie and Jim worked incessantly for half an hour, but ing hard to speak and answer her question.
The party rode back to the spot where the marks on the 1
failed to ftnd where the villains had gone.
There were so many places that they might have used to ground showed that the horse had taken a fall, and then ,
leave the regular trail that it was hard to tell which one they Charlie and Jim dismounted.
They were satisfied that Wild had left the back of the 1
ha.cl taken.
The ground was flinty and hard, and that made it im- sorrel at this place.
That being the case, they ought to be able to find somel
possible to track the horses.
, .
"It is pretty near time that Wild canrt! back, is it not?" traces of him.
They searched about untiringly for the space of several!
asked Anna, as her husband stood scratching his head in a
minutes and then Jim suddenly discovered a footprint.
pup;zled way.
One thing led to another, and they soon found a small bush l
"That's so!" exclaimed Charlie. "I wonder what is keeping
that had been crushed but lately by the foot of a man.
him so long? It can't be that he's got into trouble, too."
"I reckon we've found a trail of some kind," said Charlie,1
"It may be," retorted Jim Dart. "Senor Alvez is pretty
in a low tone. "Come on, ther whole lot of you. We'll see
good at scheming. I have an idea."
Our friends were in anything but a pleasant frame of mind. what it leads up to."
They picked their way along, Charlie and Jim going on
Pat and Jakey looked at them questioningly, as though they
expected them to solve the problem of A rietta's disappear- foot and leading their horses.
The further they went the more evidences they found of/ ,
ance and rescue her.
"What are we going to do?" asked Anna, after a long someone having passed that way recently.
Pretty soon they descended a slight hill and came to a sort
pause.
,
of gully.
Charlie shook his head.
They had reached the spot where Wild had been taken into j
"It won't do to leave you, while Jim an' me starts out in
·
different directions," he answcreil. "That would be thcr way the passage that led through the ridge.
But there was not the least sign of there being a passage 1
to do it, I think. But ther measly coyotes may be waitin' for
us to do somethin' like that so's they kin git a chance to kid- there now!
The boulder the ,rillains had rolled over effectuallv con-/
nap some more of you."
"The best thing to do is to find Wild th'st," spoke up Jim. cealed the mouth of the passage, and as there were so· many\
"He can always find a way out of difficulties. If we can find boulders lying about and against the cliff, our friends never
him you can bet we won't be long in getting Arietta away thought of trying to push any of them over.
from the scoundrels."
"This are what I calls a puzzle," observe<l Cheyenne Charlie,
This appeared to be a happy thought to the rest of them, looking at his companions helplessly. "Now, if Wild came )
and they accordingly set out to cqI"ry out Jim's suggestion. down here, where is he?"
"Well, if he did come down here he must have gone up
They rode up the hill along t1i,e trail , and in a short time
came to the dense growth of pines through which the trail again by some other way," retorted Jim. "Let's look around ,
'
a bit."
passed.
"He could not climb up there, I'm after thinkin'," spoke up \
The ground was soft here, and they could see the prints of
their horses' hoofs where they had turned to go back when Pat, pointing to the ridge above them.
"No. A goat couldn't do that," answered Charlie.
Anna had called them.
"Well, I am of the opinion that he is not far from here,
The marks made by Wild's horse were there quite plainly,
anyhow," said Jim. "Senor Alvez's gang has got him, just l
but there were none of another horse.
,
·
That told Charlie and Jim as plainly as words that the as sure as we are alive!"
"And they have got Arietta, too," add~d Eloise. "I saw the l
man who had fired the shot was not mounted.
And he had not gone that way, either, else his footprints little Mexican among the villains when they surprised us and
took her off with them."
would show.
They kept on and soon reached the spot which showed
signs of a disturbance having taken pla ce there.
CHAPTER VIII.
The scout and Jim dismounted and made an examination of
the ground.
TO SAVE WILD AND HERSELF.
RESOLVES
ARIETTA
"\iVilcl's horse stumbled here, as sure as guns!" exclaimed
Charlie. "See! Here is the place where he went down on his
Senor Alvez had certainly worked his plan out to a nicety.
knees! An' here is where he kicked ther dirt in' gittin' up
Though he knew he had a brother living somewhere in the
agin. That is what I call mighty fu nny, for Spitfire ain't a mountains, it had been an accident that he had found him. 1
horse what stumbles any kind of fashion."
The broth,er was a desperado, who was wanted by several
On eit11er side of the trail the ground was thickly covered sheriffs~nd the military.
with pine needles. ,
He had located in the mountains not far from the GuadIt was like a huge car pet, and nothing short of horses' alupe Pass about a year before, and he had worked indushoofs would have made an impression upon it.
triously raising sheep and hogs and doing a little planting.
They looked on both sides , but could find nothing to indiHe had a cowboy who had been chased out of El Paso
cate that anyone had gone that way.
wor king for him, and he disposed of the sheep and hogs to
tracks
The only thing for them to do was to follow the
the miners in that region, receiving a big commission for it.
made by the sorrel.
The Mexican was older than the scheming little fellow who
the
They started on_a walk, so t h ey would not miss seeing
had followed Young Wild West's party for the purpose of
least thing that would indicate that there were ot h ers about obt aini ng revenge upon them, but he was not up to him in
the vicinity.
shrewdness.
But both the scout and Jim were now firmly convinced that
However, 'h e was ready and willing to run almost any sort
.
ti.\e gang of villains were n ot around there.
of ri sk. so long· a s he got paid for it.
The m 2.n who had fired the shot must have had a way of
When his brother came in to him with his men he readily
g~tting- back to his companions, they thought.
agreed to harb<>r them and help them carry out any plan they
might lay down.
They rode along for perhaps half a mile.
The little villain had plent of money, and when he paid
Then they suddenly heard the whinny of a horse.
"Ah!" exclaimed Charlie. "That's Spitfire, as sure a s you some over to his brother he was much pleased, as was his
wife, who was a cruel, heartless ereature perfectly adapted
live."
to do murder if it were necessary.
He was right, for the next minute the sorrel appeared.
Since he had seen Arietta in the camp of our friends Senor
But he was minus his rider!
Alvez had been thinking strongly of stealing her away from
The jaw of Cheyenne Charlie dropped when he saw this.
"Someth.in' has happened to Vvild," said he, leoking at Jim, Young V/ ild West and forcing her to become his bride.
Now he saw a possibility of doing, it.
hopelessly.
And when his brother showed him the natural passage that
"Yes," was the reply.
"We must go back to ther place where ther horse fell nm under the ridge he was sure that it could be accomp!..>shed,
providing Young Wild West's party followed the trAll that
down."
led alona: the other side of the ridge.
"That's rifl:ht."
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But they were certain that they would, for they knew they way like that. We'll get out of this all right, I am certain
must have taken the trail to Fort Buchanan, since they did of it."
"It don't look so, though," spoke up Bob Heck. "You know
not come by the other way.
The Mexican kept Bob H eck on the watch for them almost what I told you a little while ago."
"Did you t ell him his life was at stock?" asked the senor,
continually, and when the villainous cowboy reported that
they were camped at the side of the trail that came from the turning to the speaker.
"Yes, I told him jest what you was goin' to do."
fort to Guadalupe Pass, the senor promptly concocted the
"Good! I am glad you did! I like to have a man to know
plan which worked out so successfully. But when he had
captured Arietta the Yillain was not certain as to how the what he has got to do."
"What are they going to do, Wilrl ? " questioned Arietta,
three ha--\ made out who had been appointed to get Young
.
apprehensively.
Wild West.
"Nothing much, Et," was the reply. "They are makrng out
But he felt t hat even if they h ad failed he had won, anythat they are going to do a whole lot, but they know well that
way.
they dare not harm either of us."
He had the pretty golden-haired girl!
"Wait an' see," said Heck.
Arietta was bound and gagged, so she stood not the least
"I'll tell you what I am going to do with you," spoke up
show.
The girl ha<l attached the bundle of articles she had pur- Senor Alvez. "Since I have got you both in my power, I am
chased at the trading store over at the fort to a strap and going to give you a chance. I hate Young Wild West as I do
fa stened it around her neck that morning whep. she started a rattlesnake, but I am willing to let him Jive and give him
his freedom, providing---"
out.
"Providing what?" interrupted Arietta, hopefully.
She was allowed to keep it there, the villains not disturbing
"That you marry me in his presence!"
the li ttle bundle, or anything else about her.
"Oh! oh!" and the brave girl sank back as though she was
They sir.1ply had bound and gagged her, and they did not
going to swoon.
know that she cacTied a revolver concealed on he1· person.
But she quickly recovered herself, however, and with blazHer rifle had been taken from her, as a matter of course,
ing eyes she turned upon th·e scoundrel and exclaimed:
but no search of her clothing had been made.
"You will never marry me, you yellow-faced villain! And
Senor Alvez had cautioned them to treat her as gently as
Young Wild West will go free, just the same! I will save him,
.
possible.
The trail that led to the cabin of the Mexican's brother ran a nd if you come in my way you will die the death of a dog,
along just the other side of the ridge and mer ged into the you cowardly hound!"
Her words were so fervent and there was such a dramatic
regula1· route a few miles below.
·
Thus it had been quite an easy thing to figure it out to ring to them that a deathly silence followed.
It was finally broken by a snickering, hollow laugh from
capture Young Wild West and his pretty sweetheart.
Though much surprised at the streak of bad luck that had the elder of the Mexican brothers, and then the woman
cor.1e upon her all of a sudden, Arietta was not altogether stepped forward.
"We had better take the Americano lady to the attic-room,"
.
frightened.
She 11ad been in many perilous positions before, so she did she said in the language of her people.
"Very well," retorted Senor Alvez in the same tongue.
not despair of getting out of this one.
The ropes that bound the girl's ankles were cut and then
But wben she heard the men talking of how they had neatly
tricked Yot::1g Wild West, she began to grow a little more she was lifted to her feet.
"Come!" said the Mexican woman, speaking harshly.
worried.
"Go on, Et," spoke up Wild. "It will be better for you to
They talked as though Wild had either been killed or
be alone for a while. You may be able to think of some.
captured, ,ind that was what worried her.
It was not lonp.; before she. saw that they were approaching thing."
"All right," was the reply, and th en sh e went willingly
a big log cab in that was situated on a small farm.
As the girl had no idea that there was a habitation any- with the woman, who could more properly be call ecl a hag .
It was a very small place that she was taken to, and a
where arour.d that vicinity, she was not a little surprised
rather rickety ladder had to be used to get there.
when she saw it.
It was quite dark, too, for a window that was hardly more
·'You are a ve -::y brave young lady," said Senor Alvez, who
·was carrying her with hiD on his horse. "l shall be very than a foot square was in the peek of the log cabin, and across
this were four heavy iron bars.
prou rl of you when you become my bride."
A1·ietta co uld no t answer on account of the gag that was in • Arietta wa1;3 promptly pushed in this place, and then the
her mouth, but if she had been able she would have told him woman drew a knife from the folds of her dress and cut the
bonds that-held her hands behind her back.
something t hat he would not have been pleased to hear.
"You no git out," said the hag, showing her yellow fangs
The hornc;,1e7 di smounted at the door of the cabin and then
two of the men picked up the girl bodily and carried her in a harsh laugh.
"All right. Thank you for cutting my hands loose," reinside.
Ac1oss the room in the front and into tl::\e rear one they torted the girl. The hag lingered but a few minutes, and then
took he1·, and when they finally placed her in a chair the first going out, she shut the door to and barred it on the other side.
Arietta at once began to make an examination of the place.
person the girl saw was Young Wild West!
There was very little furniture in the attic-room.
"Cheer· up, little one!" exclaimed our hero, who had now
But it did not take her more than a minute to realize that
recovered from his surp1·ise at seeing her brought in the
it had been lately occupied by a man.
room. "We a;·e noi dead yet, you know."
She felt rather uneasy when she found this out, but she
The words had a good effect on the helpless girl, though
went right ahead in her examination.
she could not reply to them just then.
She had made the declaration that she would not marry the
"That is right, Senor Wild West," spoke up the little Mexican, turning to the boy. "Help the girl to keep up her cour- little Mexican, and that Wild should go free, and she meant to
age, so she will be ready when the priest comes to make her keep her wo1·d.
She was going to save her· dashing young lover and herself
my bride. I am very glad to see you here! I was not quite
.,
at the same time.
sure that I wo11ld have the pleasure."
She could no1; h elp smiling when she discovered a fancy
"Well, go ahead and get all the pleasure out of it you can,
for I don't intend to stay here many hours. You have got it suit, such as Senor Alvez wore, laid out ready to be donned.
It was a new suit, too; she could easily tell that.
all your way now, but my turn will come before many hours."
When it occurred to the girl that probably it was intended
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the little scoundrel.
Then his brother and his wife put in appearance, and t_hey for his wedding costume a shi ·:er ran over her.
There was a bed in the little apartment, ioo, but she paid
-laugh ed, too. '
The sight of his pretty sweetheart, even though she 'was little attention to that.
In a few minutes she found herself at the little square
a captive, brightened him up considerably.
"Take that gag out of her mouth!" he commanded, just as window with the iron bars across it.
These were common crowbars, such as are used by miners
though he was the boss of the situation.
"You shall be obeyed," replied the Mexican, and then with and quarrymen to pry up rocks and boulders.
"I could just about squeeze through that window if I could
his own hands the gag was removed.
"You scoundrel, you!" were the first words Arietta uttered. get those bars from it," murmured the brave girl. "It is not
•
far from the ground, either."
"Oh, Wild!" and then she burst into a flood of tears.
She took hold of them and found they were set into th{:! logs
"Never mind, Et," was the cheery response. "Don't give!
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and held in place by plates that were kept there by large common screws.
Then it occurred to her that she must find something to act
a s a screwdriver.
A hunting-knife would do, but she had none.
"Well," she thought, "I guess I will be able to find something before long. I have my revolver, a nd Wild has got to
be save<l, even if I have to shoot every fiend there is in this
log cabin!"
After she had made a thorough examination of the atticroom and had arrived at the conclusion that the window was
the only way for her to get out, the brave girl turned her
attention to the bundle that was attached to the strap that
•
still hung about her neck.
"Ah!" she exclaimed under her breath. "The fireworks!
I wonder if they will not be of some use?"
She opened the bundle and looked the contents over.
There was just one package of crackers an'd the can of redfire she had purchased.
"That should be of great use if it were in the nighttime," she thought. "But I hope to get away from here before tha.t time. Besides, Charlie a nd Jim will surely be able
to find us before that."
She did not know how well the villains had covered their
tracks, and that it would be by the merest accident if her
friends found the place in· a period of days,- not to speak of
hours.
When she had looked the contents of the bundle over she
placed them back again, and, rolling it up, hid it in a place
where it would riot be apt to be seen by anyone should they
come up there.
Arietta had just done this when she heard someone ascending the ladder.
A little later the door opened and the old hag appeared,
carrying a tray. with a cup of coffee and some eatables on it.
This she sat down on the floor and then withdrew without
uttering a word.
Arietta walker! over to the tray and the first thing she
noticed was a dull, stumpy knife on it.
There was some meat on a plate, and the apology for a
knife had either been put 'there for her to cut it with, or else
it had been left there by accident.
The girl gave a start and picked it up.
"I guess that will answer for a screwdriver," she exclaimed.

I

CHAPTER IX,
WHAT A BRAVE GIRL DID.

Arietta started right in with the knife to try and remove
the screws from the plates that held the iron bars across the
window.
But she soon found that it could not be done so easily as
she had· anticipated.
The blunt blade of the knife was very soft, and it twisted
and turned every way.
She was fully ten minutes before she got one of the screws
to start, after trying them all over and over again.
Once started, it was easy to remove the screw.
When she got that one out she thought it might be a good
idea to take a drink of the coffee and a bite of the food that
had been brought to her.
She now realized that she would need all her strength to
accomplish the purpose she had set herself to.
She was not afraid of the food being poisoned, so she proceeded to eat, after tasting it and finding it was well cooked.
Then she went to work at the screws again.
It was very tiresome work, and she was forced to rest now
and then.
There were four screws at each end of a bar, but she fi~ured that if she could get the two lower ones out in each case
she could manage to pry the bars out.
•
That made an even dozen screws to be removed.
At the end of an hour she had four of them out and her
improvised screwdriver was nearly worn out.
When she got the fifth one started it broke off close to the
handle!
It seemed that all her work had been for naught.
Jt was certainly discouraging.
Arietta sat down and looked around her helplessly.
Then· she burst into a flood of tears.
She was only human, after all, and, girl-like, she had to,
£"ive vent to her feelings in that manner.
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But after a while she dried'-her eyes anrl began to think
harder than she had ever rlone before.
She could hear the voices of men below.
They were evidently making merry, those who were down
there, for presently the voice of Senor Alvez rose in song.
The little villain had a pretty good voice, too, but it grated
harshly- on the ears of the girl jm,t then. and she became more1
determined than ever to save Young Wild ·west.
His life was at stake, and she knew it.
In about half an hour she got up and began making an-,
other search of the little attic-room.
She went all over it tnoroughly, but nothing- that would
aid her in removing the iron bars from the small square window was revealed.
There was a coil of rope there which would be of great
use to her in letting herself to the grnund after she crawled
through the opening, but how was she toge: the ha,· away?
And there were several garments belon~ing to a man, such
as hats and coats. besides the elegant outfit that no doubt belonged to Seno1, Alvez.
None of these seemed to be of any use to the girl just then.
.
The time passed on and the ni1d1t drew nearer.
The vill ains we1·e having a rollicking time below, for the
dancing and singing was on the increase as the afternoon
waned.
Arietta was quite sure that Wild had not been harmed as
yet, so she was still hopeful.
Just before sunset she heard someone coming up the ladder.
A minute later the old hag opened the door a little ways
and thru t her head in.
The girl was seated on the floor in an apparently abjected
frame of mind.
"Here you a-supper," said the Mexican woman. brokenly.
She brought it over to the captive maiden and leaned over
to place the tray in her la·p.
As she did this Arietta caught sight of a knife in her belt.
It was quite loose, so she easily reached around and took it.
The hag seemed to be inclined to talk a little, evidently
from the effects of the liquor she had been helping the men to
drink.
She sat, or rather squatted, there for fully five minutes,
chattering like a parrot in her broken way.
Arietta still retained possession of the handle of the knife
she had broken in the attempt to remove the screws.
As she had an excellent opportunity to do it, she stuck the
handle in the woman's belt in place of the knife she had
,
removed.
The hag was too much under the influence of liquor to
notice what she was doing.
Wishing to get rid of her, Arietta proceeded to eat some
of the food and drink the cup of coffee that had been brought
to her.
This seemed to please the woman, so she waited until she
was through.
Then she got up, and, picking up the tray she had last
brought uo, and also the other one, she went out, saying as
she shut the door:
"The fine Americana lady nice; she be Senorita Alvez two,
three hours."
The captive girl dropped her head, but said nothing.
With a coarse laugh, the hag disappeared.
Then Arietta quickly arose to her feet.
She rlrew the knife and tested its point.
The blade was of good steel, of that she was certain.
"It may keep breaking off, but it will make a pretty good
screwdriver," she murmured. "Well, I must hurry, for by
what that woman just said, the supreme moment will have
arrived in two or three hours." .
She went over to the little window and started at work.
Just as she had another screw started the point of the knife
broke off.
But that only made the weapon all the better for her purpose.
,
She worked away diligently.
Just as it began to grow dark in the attic she had the last
screw removed.
All that remained for her to do now was to wrench the bars
loose and then she could escape!
She placed her hands on one of them, but just then she
heard someone coming up the ladder.
The girl !(It go and sat down on the floor.
It struck her all of a sudden to act that way.
.
The next minute there came a knock on the door.
"It is the senor," she thought. "Well, if he attempts to insult me I will kill him!"

I
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Arietta made no reply to the knock.
A second later it opened and the little Mexican came in.
There was light enough in the room for him to see the
girl, and with a bow he stepped toward her.
"I have come to tell you something," he said, bowing low.
"Ah!" replied the girl, calmly. "I suppose it is tl\at you
have decided io release both Young Wild West and myself."
"No, it is not that, my fair Americano! I have come to
tell you that you and I will be wedded in just an hour from
now. If Young Wild West is to live and leave this place alive
you must consent to this."
Arietta made no reply.
She was wondering if she had the streagth to plunge the
knife into his heart and put an end to him without his being
able to give an alarm.
"It will be a very romantic marriage," went on the little
scoun<lrel. "It will take place in one of the most beautiful
littl e glens you ever saw about a hundred yards from the
cabin. I decided on this but a few mmutes ago, and I thought
I had better come and give you <lue notice, so you could prepa;·e yourself. I have arranged it with my men so they know
just what to do. You and I will first go to the glen, and then
when I whistle they will fetch Young Wild West there to
witness the ceremony. You will then have a chance to say
yes or no. If you say yes, Young Wild West v,ill be able to
find his friends. If you say no, he wi11 die right before yoor
eyes."
"And what then?" asked Arietta, her bosom heaving and
her , oice trembling slightly.
"Well," and the Mexican shrugged his shoulde1·s, "if you
say no, he will be killed before your eyes, as I just said."
"Yes, but what then?"
"Oh, then you will have to marry me, whether you want
to or not?"
"Have you a clergyman here, Senor Alvez?" asked the
bn:we girl, taking a couple of steps toward him.
"Oh! that has all been arranged," was the reply.
"I don't believe you."
She took another step nearer.
Arietta had decided that there was only one way out of it.
She must either silence the Mexican and make a prisoner
of him, or else kill him!
Young Wild West's life was at stake. and she must escape
the fate the villain had planned out for her.
The senor saw her clutch her bosom convulsively, and he
smiler! as he thought she was wavermg.
· But such was not the case.
Arietta was simply getting hold of her revolver.
But just as she got hold of it another idea flashed upon her
mind.
"Senor," said she, "where is the glen? Can you show it to
me from the window?"
"Oh, yes!" and the villain appeared to be r-· , .. ised at the
way she spoke. "Come over to the window c1 • I will point
it out to you. Don't attempt to escape, for the men downstairs will only catch you before you leave the last rung of
the lad(ler."
"I am not going down the ladder," was the reply. "The fact
is, senor, I am trying to get myself reconciled to my fate."
"Oh!" and the little Mexican threw out his arms in an
ecstasy of delight.
Then he made an attempt to embrace her.
But he was pushed away.
"Not yet, Senor Alvez; the time has not yet come for
that!" she exclaimed.
He drew back somewhat abashed and then walked over to
the window.
It was 1:.ow all but dark, and as he stooped to point out
where the glen was, Arietta placed both her hands on one of
the loosened iron bars.
"There is the place," he said. "Kneel and look! The
foliage is very thick there, and the water makes music as it
trickles down from the rocks. Is it not a--"
That was all the little Mexican said, for as Arietta made
a move as though she was going to stoop she pulled out the
iron bar and brought it down upon his head with all the
force she could command.
It was very heavy and the weight alone would have
knocked him down, but the power she put in the blow almost
crushed in his skull and rendered him insensible.
But it made but little noise when his body struck the floor.
"There! " exclaimed the daring girl, with a sigh of relief.
"If I have killed him I couldn't help it. Now, to rig some
sort of a ruse to save Wild."
0
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She walked over and closed the door, and in coming back
her feet came in contact with some of the clothing that lay
in a heap there.
Then a sudden thought struck her.
A daring scheme it was, but the instant she thou~ht of
it she was satisfied that she could successfully carry 1t out.
"I will play the part of Senor Alvez for a while," she
murmured. "And these old clothes will represent someone
else. I will be the first one to the glen!"
Arietta felt around until she had picked up four hats and
as many coats.
She took them over to the little window, and then removing the rest of the iron bars, tossed them out in a bundle.
She let the fron bars go next, being careful not to let them
fall upon one another and thus make a noise.
Next she tossed her own bundle, which contained the redfire and crackers, out.
"Now for that dandy-looking suit of Mexican clotpes," she
thought. "I wonder what sort of a man I would make, anyway? Won't Wild be surprised when he secs me in such an
outfit?"
It was now quite dark, but she knew just where the clothes
were, and the next minute she was donning them.
The wide-cut trousers just fit her nicely over her own
clothes, and the coat could have been no better if it had been
01ade for her.
The big hat went on next, and then, just as she was putting
the final-touches to herself in the way of buttoninii: the garments and adjusting them, she heard someone calling from
below.
"Are you comin' down, senor?" was the question that came
to her ears.
"Get ready to take Young Wild West out to the glen," she
answered, imitating the voice of. the little Mexican as well as
she could.
"When you hear me whistle here take him out of the front
door and wait there. The girl has consented to marry me,
but he must be there when the ceremony is performed. We
will leave by the rear door, as she, is rather timid. When
you hear me whistle in the glen, come on with the prisoner!"
"All right!" was the reply. "You've got thin;;-s aH your
way, seno ; I kin tell that by your voice."
Arietta's heart was beating fast now.
She felt that her strategy was bound to work.

CHAPTER X.
THE GOLD MINE.

Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart searched tirelessly for
hours for Young Wild West and Arietta.
Anna, Eloise and the Irishman and German kept right
close to them.
They had been unable to find any footprints showing that
any one had left the gully after coming into it. but as the
ground was very hard at that point, they concluded that they
certainly must have left it.
It was a mystery to both the scout and Jim.
Never had they b.een baffled in this way.
It was well along toward sunset when they started for the
gully once more.
This made about the seventh time for them, for they could
not get it o-gt of their heads that they would not find a clew
in that vicinity.
As they came to a halt in the gully Jakey dismounted.
"I dinks me dot I vos go up dere und make a look at dings,"
he observed, pointing up a slanting ascent to the left.
"Go ahead,"' answered Jim. "If you see anything that looks
like a footprint, call us."
The German was soon climbing up the slope.
Much disheartened, the rest of the part y looked at e:i.ch
other as if asking what they should do.
.They forgot all about J akey for the time, since they had
not the least idea that his climbing up there would amount
to anything.
Suddenly they heard a yell that was followed by a clattering of loosened stones and dirt, and, looking up the 2.scent,
they found thn.t the German had disappeared from view.
"Begorra ! ·what do yez thi11k av that?" cried Pat. "Ther
Dutchman has been after bein' swallowed up! An' if he
could be swallowed up , why couldn't Woild be?"
"There is something in that, Pat," said Jim Dart, starting
up the ascent. "Let's see what has become of him.'
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But Pat got ahead of him.
He wanted to find his traveling partner first, it seemed.
He went up with the agility of a mountain goat, Jim right
behind him.
Half-way up the ascent there was a little ledge, which,
from below, appeared to be a solid rock.
The Irishman caught hold of the edge and vaulted upward:
Then he uttered a yell and was gone.
Jim Dart went at it more cautiously, and he soon saw what
had become of the two.
It was no ledge at all; simply a wide crack I
Jim peered downward into it, but could see no signs of
either J akey or Pat.
"What's ther matter, Jim?" asked Charlie.
"The earth has swallowed them!" was the reply. "Here
is a crack here that seems as though it might extend clear
to the center of the earth."
""What!"
"It is a fact, Charlie."
"Wild might have tumbled into ther same place."
"It is quite possible.
Eloise began to cry.
It was all so terrible that had happened that day that she
·
could not help it.
Anna calmed her a little by declaring that she firmly believed that Wild would be found all right, and that Arietta
would be rescued before long.
Jim and Charlie were leaning over the edge of the crack
listening.
Suddenly they heard a cry that sounded strange and unnatura l.
"Hello!" called out Jim.
"Hello, yezsiff l" came back rather faintly.
"Are you all right, Pat?"
"Bedad ! I ain't quite after knowin' yet," came back to the
·
ears of the two.
"Is J akey there?"
"He ls, begorra I"
"Is there any trace of Wild there?"
"I dunno, sor; I'll be after lookln', though."
A silence followed.
Then it was broken by the Irishman, who called out:
"Young W oild West .is not here, sor ! We're in ther bottom of a well that's after bein' so crooked that we can't see
the top av it without standin' on our heads!"
"Dot vos right!" came from the German. "Put a rope
down putty quick, already I"
Anna tossed Charlie's lariat up to him.
He lowered it about ten feet and found the end struck
something and refused to go any further.
"Pull it up and tie a stone to the end" suggested Jim.
"There must be a slant to it, or they would have both been
killed by the fall."
"That's so," answered the scout, and the rope was quickly
hauled up.
Jim found a stone, and it was tied to the end of the lariat.
Then Charlie lowered it again.
It went down this time, and he could feel it bumpina- along
as it did.
Just as the scout got to the end of it Pat exclaimed from
below:
"I've got it, so:r. Wait till I've been after tyin' forninst
me arrumpits."
A couple of minutes passed and then Pat gave the word
that he was ready to be hauled up.
Jim took hold of the lariat with Charlie, and they soon
hauled him into view.
Pat looked rather white from the fright he had received,
and was clutching a lump of something that was of reddish
color and rather shining in his hand.
The instant Charlie and Jim saw the lump they looked at
each other in surprise.
It was a nugget of gold.
"What is that you have got, Pat?" asked the scout, as they
helped him over the ed~e of the crack.
"Begorra! That's what I want to know," was the reply.
"I was a:fter seein' it shoine like a star when I lighted a
match down there, an' I jest picked it up an' brought it up
with me."
"Well, Pat, that is a lump of gold," said Jim. "Is there
an;,:. more like it down there?"
'I dunno, sor !" exclaimed the Irishman, his eyes bull.ring
as he looked at the nugget.
"Jakey!" cried Charlie, leaning over the edge, "here comes
ther ro,:ie. Ii you see anything that shines down there, jes't
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pick it up an' fetch it along with vou when you come up.
Light a match, an' then vou kin see."
"All right," came the answer.
Two minutes later Jakey was hauled to the surface and
hel ped over the edge of the crack to a safe place.
But he had failed to bring anything up with him.
"Shimminy!" he gasped. "I vos mit too much of a fright
to look for a shiny ting. I vos glad me dot I vos up here
vonce rnore, already."
"Wild may be down there-killed by the fall!" exclaimed
Anna. "They were too much frightened and excited to look
for him."
"I reckon you're right, sir I answered Charlie. "I'll go
down myself. Jest git me a lantern from the pack-horse."
His wife hastened to obey.
The scout lighted the lantern and then placed the loop in
the lariat Jim had made under• his arms.
"Now, then, let me down," he said. "I don't want to go as
quick as them fellers did, an' maybe I'll see more."
He soon found that it was simply a steep incline that he
was going down.
It was so slippery that it would have been out of the question to think of climbing it, even if it had not been quite so
·
st!lep.
Down he went, Jim paying out the rope slowly.
He held the lantern so it could not strike anything and,
become broken, and when he struck the bottom he looked•
around him, half expecting to find the body of Young Wild
West lying there cold and still.
But no such sight met his gaze.
Like it was at the surface, the opening was a big crack
at the bottom.
It was probably twenty feet long and narrowed down to
nothing at each end.
As the scout moved the lantern so he could take in every
part of the well-like place, he caught sight of several shining
lumps such as the Irishman had brought up with him.
"I reckon this is what you call a i:egul~r gold mine!" e~<".lalmed the scout. "It's too bad Wild am't here l An' 1f;
Arietta wasn't stolen away from us, too, we could have a little,
amusement in gittin' ther stuff out of here. Well, there's one
thing certain, Wild ain't down here. so I'll take a few chunks
of ther stuff an' go up ag'in."
He picked up three or four nuggets that were the size of•
eggs and thrust them in his pockets.
Then he called out to Jim to haul him up.
When he reached the top he turned to his companions and
said:
"Wild ain't down there, nor he hasn't been there, I reckdn.
But there's a gold mine down there."
"Well, we have no time to bother with a gold mine now,"
said his wife. "Both Wild and Arietta must be found before
we think of anything else."
"If there is really a gold mine ther~ it will keep," spoke
·
up Eloise.
"Oh, yes!" said Charlie. ''It'll keep, all right. I reckon.
if we work ther place we'll have to call it ther Jakey-Patl
Mine."
Pat and Jakey nodded and looked pleased.
It was now getting dark, and when our friends became
fully aware of the fact they looked at each other.
What was to be the next move?
This was the question they asked themselves.
"See here!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, after a rather
lengthy pause. "There's only one thing left for us to do, an',
that is to trust to luck. We've done ther best we could, an>.
I honestly believe that it's got to be luck that puts us on ther
trail of our missin' companions."
"Oh, Charlie, you don't believe in luck, do you?" asked
Anna, looking at him searchingly.
"Yes, I do," was the 1·eply. "Ain't Wild always been
lucky? An' ain't Jim an' me always had ther best of luck
ever since we got acquainted with him? Luck, hey? Well,
I reckon I do believe in luck!"
"Then you think it will be our good luck to find Wild and•
Arietta?"
"Yes, I do. Ther more I think about it ther surer I am
that we're goin' to find 'em all right, too."
The scout acted as though he was really convinced of this.
"Well, I think we had better camp right here in the gully,"
said Jim. "Then we will take a little time to think over
things and decide what the best thing is that can be done."
"Good enough l We'll stop right here, then."
"Dot vos der best," and J a key cast a lolljlilli: look up at the
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entrance to the gold mine he had taken such a sudden tumble
into.
"Begorra! I am after thinkin' the same," nodded Pat,
and then he, too, cast his eyes up at the spot where he had
disappeared so quickly.
As they did not know how soon they might have to move,
they left the saddles on the horses and simply loosened the
girths.
Charlie patted Spitfire on the nose when he came to him.
"We'll find him, boy," he whispered. "We'll find him by
luck. They ain't killin' Young Wild West any kind of fashion, an' if they've got him a prisoner he won't be long. Somethin's goin' to happen, · Spitfire, old boy! An' your master
will soon be back with you."
Whether the scout actually believed this or not, it eased
hi s mind to talk to the horse in that way.
"Shall I be after makin' a fire, sor?" said Pat.
"No," answered the scout. "l reckon it wouldn't be a good
thing to do it. We'll have to eat cold grub to-night."
So they made themselves as comfortable as possible, and
just as it got dark so they could no longer see, they ate a
rather meager repast . of what they had saved from dinner.
"Do you know one thing?" said Charlie, as he lighted his
pipe. "I'm jest goin' to sit still an' listen for a while. I'm
goin' to smoke an' try to think up somethin'."
"I don't know as we can do anything better," retorted Jim,
and then he, too, produced a pipe and filled it with tobacco.
The two were careful to sit down between two big boulders,
so in case there were any spies about the light from their
pipes would not be apt to be seen very quickly.
Anna and Eloise lapsed into silence, and so did Pat and
Jakey, though the latter two were eager to talk about the gold
that lay in the bottom of the pit, ready for them to take it
out.
·
Half an hour passed.
Cheyenne Charlie filled his pipe for the second time.
He was doing some hard thinking, but it was no use. He
could not study out another idea that would be beneficial to
,the finding of either Young Wild West or his pretty sweetheart.
The minutes flitted by and the sorrowful party sat there in
silence.
Suddenly the cracking of a revolver came to their ears.
It was rather faint, but they all heard the reports, just the
same.
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As she neared it she could hear the sounds of a bubbling
brook, so she knew she was going right.
But she did not go all the way to the glen.
As soon as she got around a group of tree:; so the cabin
could not be seen, she dropped the things she had carried and
went back after the other two bars and her own bm1dle.
In three minutes she had them there.
There was a little bank right to her . left which was covered with bushes, and the moment she saw it she gave a 120d
of satisfaction.
It just suited for the strategy she was about to b1·ing into
play.
"I'll fool the scoundrels," she thought, "and I'll give them
a surprise at the same time. I will make dummies out of
these hats and coats, and these iron bars will answer for
rifles. Then I'll open the can of redfire and have it ready
to touch off when they appear with Wild. If that don't work
I am very much mistaken!"
The girl was very quick to think and act.
One by one she took the four iron bars and thrust the ends
of them into the bank so they pointed outward and toward
the cabin on a line with a man's heart, as near as she could
juQge.
·
It was then quite easy for her to place the hats and clothes
so they looked just like four men aiming their rifles out of
the bushes.
This done, she opened the can of redf1re and got the firecrackers in readiness.
Then it occuned to her that she ought to have a torch to
do the lighting with.
·
There happened to be a pitchpine tree near by, and as
Arietta knew how to make a torch, she quickly broke off a
limb and fixed it to her satisfaction.
She had matches with her-she always carried them on
a trip, as did Anna and Eloise.
The girl lighted one and applied it to the end of the torch.
The piece of wood was full of sap, and it bumed rc~dily.
.
"Now I guess I am ready," she murmured.
She gave a whistle and then stood behind a bush with
wildly beating heart.
It seemed a long while before she heard the noise made
by approaching footsteps, but in reality it was only a few
seconds.
Arietta held the blazing torch low, so it would not show
very well, though she knew the approaching villains must
see the glare of light from it.
On they came, and soon she was able to disting-uish the
forms of the men.
CHAPTER XI.
As soon as she saw that one of the two who were leading
was bound, her heart gave a throb.
ARIETTA'S STRATEGY.
The 'oound one was Wild!
Thf:Lt was enough for her.
When Arietta found that she had deceived the villains beAi·ietta touched the torch to the can.
low she made straight for the little window.
A bright, red glow illuminated the scene and the villains
She had imitated the voice of the little Mexican sufficiently stopped.
.
. .
"Release Young Wild West, or you will all ·che in Y?Ur
to fool them, and now she was ready to carry out her ruse.
Making one end of the rope fast to the rafters of the cabin, tracks!" cried the disguised girl. pointing to the dumrmes.
she threw it out and prepared to let herself through the
The four crowbars pointed directly toward the men, and
window and to the ground below. Then she gave a whistle, they believed them to be rifles.
so they could hear her below.
But the striking figure in the fancy Mexican rig was
But just then she thought that p~rhaps Senor Alvez might enough to startle them.
not be dead after all, and that he nnght come to and frustrate
The cowboy, who had been holding tightly to the arm of
her plans.
. Wild, let go instantly.
So she bent over his prostrate body and placed her h~d on
Then he started to run out of the glare of the light, and
his heart.
the rest of the scoundrels instantly followed suit.
It was just beating, but that was about ·a n.
"Oh Wild,,, cried Arietta. "Don't you know me?"
"He may come to," she thought, "but I think it is doubtful.
The'boy lo~ked at her for the space of a second, and then
H(?We".er, I don't iII;fgine that he will interfere with me, not he ran toward her.
this mght, anyway.
"So it is you Et!" he exclaimed.
Without any further hesitation, she crept out of the win"Yes But c~me!"
dow and noiselessly lowered herself to the ground.
She handed him the weapons she had taken from the unThe distance was not more than twelve feet, a~d when she conscious Mexican.
alighted she realized that the rope was hardly necessary.
As he took the weapons the brave girl handed him he
She could have hung by her hands to the sill of the window turned to the dummies and exclaimed:
and made the drop quite easily and with absolute safety.
"Give it to them boys the instant they show their faces!"
But she was out of the cabin, and the neX>Z thing was to
Arietta laughed.'
'
"I am all alone, Wild," she said. "I rigged up those figrescue Wild.
The brave girl paused for a minute and listened.
ures to fool the scoundrels."
She could hear the voices of men around at the front of
"Well, little one, you have fooled me, too, then. Come on!
the cabin and she knew her orders had been obeyed, and that I think I know a short-cut out of this place."
the villai~s were waiting there with Wild to hear the whistle
He took her by the arm and the two made for the passage
from the glen.
he had been brought through from the other side of the
Arietta picked up the bundle of cloth, s and, taking two ridge.
of the bars, started softly for the placl'- ·
The two hastened on. leaving the red glow behind . them.
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Wild had made no mistake about the direction, and in a
minute or two he saw the mouth of the passage through the
darkness.
But just then half a dozen -shots rang out and the crowd
of villains came running toward them.
Crack ! Crack!
Young Wild West answered the fire.
.Then A1'ietta drew her revolver and began to assist him.
"This way, Et!" he exclaimed. as some more shots rang
out and they hea1·d the whiz of bullets.
,, Int<_> the passage they went, Wild keeping hold of the dar11',g gul's arm.
They had not covered more than twenty yards into the
passage when they heard footsteps rapidly following them.
"They can't hit us, Et," said Wild. "The passage is too
crooked to permit that. Come right on! If it comes to the
worst, we will turn and shoot them down as fast as they
show themselves!"
They hurried on through the stygian darkness.
Arietta had dropped her torch wl1en they fled from the
scene where her strategy had been worked, and she now
wished she had it.
But our hel'O had been brought through the passage, and
he knew there were no pitfalls.
In just two seconds they found thet were not being gained
upon by their pursuers.
Wild felt that they had a good chance now.
He knew that it had only taken two men to push the
boulder over the opening, and he figured that he could remove
it with the aid of Arietta.
It was not a long distance through the passage, as has
·
·
been shown.
~uddenly our two friends brought up at the end of it with
a Jar.
Wild quickly struck a match.
"Catch hold, Et!" he exclaimed, pointing to the boulder.
"We must get that out of the wall, and then we can crawl
through."
"Whoopee! I hear ther voice of Wild!" rang out from
the other side of the boulder, and our hero and his sweetheart
felt their hearts jump from joy.
"Push on this boulder, Charlie!" Wild cried. "Hurry!"
Then he drew Arietta back.
But the footsteps of their pursuers were so close now that
he turned and fired a couple of shots to frighten them back.
The shots had scarcely been fired when the boulder rolled
over, a.nd so fiercely did it come that he caught Arietta and
pulled her back from it.
"Here we are!" cried Arietta. "Are you all here waiting
for us?"
"Yes!" came from the li ps of Anna and Eloise, and then
they fairly screamed with delight.
Arietta stooped and crept thl'Ough the small opening, and
then Wild followed her, just as some more shots rang out.
"Just stand back and give the scoundrels a chance to come
out if they' want to," observed Wild. "I guess w.e can pick
them off as fast as they show themselves."
But though they waited for fully five minutes, th~ villains
did not come.
"What became of Senor Alvez?" asked Wild, turning to his
sweetheart.
"I hit him on the head with an iron bar, and I guess he
is dead," was the reply.
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

While they were keeping a watch for the appearance of
the villainous cowboys, Arietta related all she had done since
she had been captured and taken to the log cabin.
They listened in wrapt admil-ation.
It was certainly a wonderful experience the girl had gone
through.
"You are just like Wild," said Eloise. "He always knows
just what to do at the proper time."
·'Perhaps I learned it from him," was the laughing reply.
"You have the irift of keeping cool and thinking," said
Anna. "Wild has no doubt set an example that you have
followed, but it lies a great deal on the person. You take
the time to think, and then you act. If I had been in your
place I don't know what might have happened."
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When they got through t.alking Wild went over to his
faithful horse.
He patted the animal's neck and received a whinny in response.
"Spitfire was not t o blame for me being captured," he said.
"He was tripped by a rope. It was a very clever sc~eme
on the part of Senor Alvez, but it has turned out a~l nght,
after all, thanks to A1·ietta's strategy. The only thmg left
for us to do now is to go back to the place- where the scoundrels crossed over to the trail leading to the log cabin, and
then we can settle accounts with them. It may be that the
senor was only stunned, after all, and in that case I want to
have something to say to him."
"When are you goin' around there?" asked Charlie.
"As soon as it is daylight to-morrow morninir,"
"Do you think they will stay there?"
"Oh, yes. They will hardly leave right away. They probably think we will be only too glad to get away. But they
don't know us yet."
"I reckon they don't," and Cheyenne Charlie nodded.
"We will block up the entrance to the passage_ there, so
it will be impossible for them to get out here without the
use of nitro-glyverine or powder. Then we will go back to
the place where we camped last night and wait till morning_.''
"That is a good idea," observed Jim Dart. "Shall we begm
work now?"
"The sooner we . be~n the quicker we will be through," replied our hero.
"All rig-ht ! Come on, boys("
Then all but Wild and the girls set at work rolling boul,
.
ders up against the small entrance to the passage.
In ten minutes they had it sealed, as far as any gettmg
through it was concerned.
When this was done they left the gully and made their way
.
slowly to the pine grove and thence to the trail.
Back they went to the spot they had vacated that mormng.
As Wild had but little to eat during the day a fire was
started and some cooking done.
All hands joined him in eating and-drinking, as the supper
the rest had eaten had not been much of a one.
"Now," said our he1·0, when he had satisfied his appetite,
"if Senor Alvez is alive and able to give orders, the chances
are t hat the gang may come here and attack us, so we had
better be prepared."
It did not take them long to arrange things so that in case
an attack was made they would1 be protected pretty well.
Then a double watch was put out, and those who had the
opportunity turned in.
They were tired out and needed the rest.
A quiet night passed.
The preparations for an attack that had been made proved
to be unnecessary.
It was not quite daylight when Young Wild West caused
the camp to be aroused.
Then breakfast was eaten as soon as possible.
When this was over with he turned to his sweetheart and
said:
"Now, Et, we are going to the log cabin. Just show us the
way."
,
"All right!" was the reply.
They mounted and rode to the place where the villains had
taken to the bushes when they made off with their fair captive.
Arietta had marked the place well in her mind and she was
not mistaken. ,
She led the way, with Wild at her side, and soon the trail
leading to the cabin of the brother of the little Mexican wM
reached.
They rode along at a pretty good gait until they came in
sight of the log structure.
When they came in sight of the log cabin our hero called
a halt.
He had scarcely done so, when a man stepped out of the
·
door and waved his hat.
It was the cowboy called Bob Heck.
He was within easy hearing distance, so Wild called out to
him:
"What's the trouble?"
"Let it drop, won't you?" came the answer.
"I guess not!" said Wild. "We are ~oing th fight iti out.
You :fellows have ~ot to surrender or tifrhtl"
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"Well, then, wait till I see what ther rest says."
He started to go back into the cabin, but just 'then Young
Wild West exclaimed in a ringing voice:
"Stand where you are!"
· His rifle got to his shoulder so qw'ckly that 1·t •i.1ar dl Y
seemed possible.
It was not his own rifle, but one that he had purchased for
the Germans before they left Tucson.
But it was just the s~me thing.
The cowboy stood still in his tracks.
"Come here!" said Wild, not moving his rifle the fraction
of an inch.
Bob Heck... hesitated.
"Come on!"
That was sufficient.
Like a whipped cur, he started for them.
"Dismount and take his weapons from him, Charlie " said
our hero, as the villain came up and halted within a' dozen
feet of them.
The scout obeyed with great ·alacrity, smiling in a pleased
way as he did so.
"I reckon you've got to dance on nothin' afore very long
'
my friend," he said.
"Don't talk that way," pleaded the wretch. "I ain't done
nothin' that's real bad."
"You ain't, hey? Well, jest wait! You'll get what you've
been lookin' for."
"Where is Seno~ Alvez?" questioned Wild, fixing his eyes
on those of the prisoner.
"He's up in ther attic of ther house half dead I" was the
reply.
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within a doze.n yards of our friends the fellow who h a d insulted Ar iet ta on the platfor m of the r ailway depot suddenly raised his revolver and fired a shot at Wild.
If our hero had not divined his intention he would probably have been killed or wounded.
But he was watching the villains as a cat watches a mouse,
and he ducked his head just in time.
Crack!
The rifle he had in his hands sounded and the cowardl1!
scoundrel threw up his hands and fell.
"There is one more less," said the boy calmly. "Do any
more of you want to travel the same road?"
Then they all began pleading for mercy, even to the hag.
Wild listened to them for a moment, and then he turned
to them and said:
"The quicker you get oveT into Mexico the better it will
be for you. You," nodding at the Mexican and his wife, "can
take a 1·easonable time to get your effects together, but the
·
rest of you had better light out at once."
As soon as they realized what the verdict was, the cowboys
made a rush for their horses that were under the shed in
the rear of the cabin.
They rode off a few minutes later, and that was the last
our friends ever saw of them.
After the Mexican and his wife had promised them that
they would strike out for their native soil the very next day
without fail, they turned and rode back to the trail that led
to the place where the nuggets of gold had been found.
They remained here just two days, for the gold mine did
not prove to be such a rich find, after all.
However, several thousand dollars' worth of iold was
taken from it.
Pat Mulligan and Jakey Muller were overjoyed when
Young Wild West declared that they should have half of it.
"We won't bother with the Guadalupe Pass, I guess," said
Wild. For my part, I have had quite enough of this part
of the country."
"And so have II" exclaimed Arietta. "I want to get back
to Weston as soon as possible."
They rode on back to Tucson, reachina- there in due time,
without anything of note taking place.
When the Irishman and the German left them to proceed
on their way East they almost cr ied.
"May the saints preserve you, Young Wild West!" said
Pat, fervently. "Yez are after sindin' us back to New York
with a fortune in gold, an' we'll niver forg-it yez for it."
"Dot vos right!" added Jakey. "It vos a muchness of gold
dot ve vos finded, und we vos happy mit it. T 'ank you,
Young. Wild West!"
"That's all right;'' answered our hero. "If it had not been for the strategy of Arietta I would not be her e for you to
thank me."
"And if it had not been that Young Wild West's life was
at stake I would not have been compelled to use any strategy,
and then the gold would not have been found, either," added
Arietta.

''When did you learn that he was half dead?"
'"Last night right after you an' ther gal got away. We
went back to ther cabin an' went up ther ladder, knowin'
that s~me kind of trick had been played on us. He was je~t
breathm' when we got to him. He got cielirious and committed suicide by shootin' hi sself."
Arietta looked uneasy when she heard this, but said nothing.
"How many are inside the ca.bin?" queried our hero when
he was satisfied that the man wAs telling the truth. '
"Five-four men an' ther wife of the Mexican what owns
ther place," was the retort.
"How many did we drop when we were getting away last
ni~tT"
''Three."
Wild thought a moment.
"Do you know where Mexico is?" he asked.
"Yesr• and the cowboy looked puzzled.
"Well, which would y~ rather do, live there or die here?"
"I'd rather live there I" was the quick answer.
"Well, I will tell you what to do, thlm. I don't believe in
hanging a man any kind of fashion, so if you go and tell
your friends to come out here and surrender and answer a
few questions, I will give you a chance to light out for
Mexico as fast as you can go."
"Thank you, Young Wild West!" and the cowboy looked
really grateful.
"Untie him, Charlie, and give him back his weapons. I
am going to give him a chance. If he attempts any treachNext week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
ery he will go down by a bullet from my rifle."
PRAIRIE PIONEERS; OR, FIGHTING THE WAY TO
The scout did as he was told and Bob Hook made for the THE GOLDEN LOOP."
cabin with all possible speed.
He went right in, and two minutes later he came out, :followed by the rest of the crowd, includini the hag.
~ came forward rather slowly, and when they were
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CURRENT NEWS
'After careful examination the State railway directors of Sweden have found peat powder efficient and
practical for locomotives, with a fuel value, compared with that of coal, of about two to three. They
have petitioned the King to propose a bill in the
Swedish Legislature for an appropriation toward
erecting a peat powder factory.
Now that tourist travel to Europe has come to an
abrupt stop, great sums of money are being spent
by northwestern transportation companies and cities
to attract ~sitors this summer to Alaska. An advertising campaign featuring glaciers, mountain
peaks, whale fishing grounds, gold mines, Indian
villages and other Alaskan specialties is being vigorously pushed.

•

Eight inmates of the State Reformatory at Hutchi. son, Kas., were granted their final discharges recently by the State Board of Corrections in order
than they might enlist in the National Guard and
regular army for service in Mexico. All are boys
who were on parole already or would soon have been
eligible for parole. Two of the discharges were
granted directly by Governor Capper,
Melbourne Inmim, the English billiard champion,
who toured the United States and Canada last year,
was called to the colors under the new conscription
act, but obtained exemption from service. Inmah's
representative at the tribunal put up a strong plea,
calling attention to the fact that the champion had
done and was doing valuable service to the country
both at home and abroad in aid of the Red Cross
and other societies.

La Presna, a daily newspaper of Lima, Peru, has
just installed in its plant an American typesetting
machine which, it points out, is of the latest model,
and the first of that model ever imported into a
South American country. About two, years ago the
paper sent a young Peruvian to this country to make
a thorough study of the mechanism and operation
of this class of typesetting machine. Having become
a11 expert, he has returned to his native land, where
he will instruct others of his countrymen.
The latest novelty in electrical appliances is an
electric lemon squeezer, which is especially intended
for use in restaurants, hotels, soda fountains and
other places where it is necessary to extract the
juice from a 13,rge number of oranges or lemons.
Briefly, the device may be described as consisting
of a ribbed hemisphere which is rotated by a onetenth horse-power motor. The lemon or orange is
halved and held agaii1st the rotating member, with
the result that the extracted juice is caught in a

deflector at the back and carried down to a spout
under which is placed a glass to receive it. The
lemon squeezer is provided with a clamp for attaching it to a counter or shelf, while a ring·is attached
below it in order to accommodate a glass.
American automobiles are becoming popular in
the Ciudad Bolivar district in Venezuela owing to
their remarkable record in getting over rough, roadless country. Recently a merchant of Tumeremo,
an interior town, crossed the 250 miles of sand, stony
hllls, and scrub between that place and Ciudad Bolivar in an American machine, fording several
streams on the way. This was the first time such a
journey had been made or even attempted in an
automobile, and the time required, thirty-six hours,
is looked upon as quite an achievement. As a result
of the introduction of American machines the duration of the journey from the inland town of Callao
to Ciudad Bolivar has been reduced from four to five
days to twenty-four hours. There is some talk of
establishing a regular automobile service between
the two places. Prices charged to passengers are
still extremely high. For the trip from Tumeremo
to Ciudad Bolivar as much as $160 has been asked.
A recent magazine article stated that officers in
the European war often have been slightly wounded
by the flying fragments of the crystal of their wrist'
watches, broken in various ways. To avoid this,
several devices have been offerect, but none heretofore has proven satisfactory. Jacques Depollier and
Son, of Brooklyn, N. "J., have placed on the market
an excellent time-piece for the wrist with a perfectly
clear crystal which they claim is absolutely u!lbreaka e and non-inflammable-then, too, their adjustable strap permits the watch to be worn on the
wrist, or over the coat sleeve, or shoved up the arm,
without any unbuckling or involved process, also by
unloosing i simple catch the_ strap_ ma;y be attach~d
to a buttonnole and the watch carried m a pocket m
the usual manner. In fact, the entire article ·seems
ideal for military purposes. Discussing the subject
of the increased popularity of the wrist watch the
New York Tribune says : "Realizing the seriousness of · the defects in the old-fashioned strap
watches, European watchmakers set about remedying them. The fertile brain of the inventor finally
hit upon unbreakable glass, clear in color and noni;:rflammable. Being of an unshrinkable nature, unbreakable glass is likewise dustproof, which is not
the case with the ordinary crystal. So great has become the demand for wrist watches equipped with
unbreakable gl:rss that European manufacturers are
workihg overtime and being compelled to convert
ladies' watches into military timepieces to supply
the military needs."
·
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Two Boys From

oug town

OR

B·OlJND TO WORK THEIR CLAIM
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIX (continued) ,

Bill Bannister said nothing and Lawyer Scheister, who had managed to regain his feet, seemed
equally squelched.
"All right," said Tom. "I'll have to trust you,
and I believe you will not go back on me. · But it's
not a question of telling. It's a question of showing. I ·found the gold the Jesuits left behind them
and the ~lace ,~here it cam~ from; there is lots
more to dig. Give me some supper, for I'm almost.
starved; after I have rested up a bit, I'll take you
to the spot."
To this everybody agreed, and Tom 1 ode into
camp.
He had won out in the first stage of his scheme.
As for the last stage, all depended upon the
co-operation of Francis and Joe. What Tom wanted now was to gain a little time to allow his friends
to gather their forces and sneak up close to the
camp.
The .supper which Tom got was a mighty sl1
one.
He saw plainly that the Bannister gang must be
short of provisions, which was a point in his favor,
of course.
Hallie never made any attempt to approach Tom
while he ·was eating; indeed, he soon lost sight
the gfrl, and much as he would have liked to get a
word in private with her, he had to give that up.
Nor did Bill B2.nnister do much talking.
He left that to his men, who hovered about Tom
while he ate, laughing and joshing the OOy, whom
they seemed to consider half a fool.
Tom took all this in good part, and pretended
to play into their hands.
Thus an hour was spent, time enough for Charley Francis and Joe to have got in their fine work,
unless somethmg had occurred.
"W aal, be you all ready now?" demanded Ban-nister, when at last Tom began to fill his pipe.
"Why, yes, I'm ready," replied our hero. "Unless you fellows would like to put off the job until
morning. It don't make any difference to me."
But this was what nobody wanted, and there
·
was a general protest.
Three lantems were then provided, and the men
taking picks and shovels, Tom led the way towards
the creek.

He sheered off to the left and walked along the
edge of the depression, covering all the ground underneath which the golden treasure lay.
It was undisturbed in every part, and Tom felt
that he had every reason to congratulate himself
on the skill with which he had covered his tracks.
Having passed directly oYer tne trapdoor, he
turned to the right and led the way up the bank of
the ~reek towards the mouth of the canyon, pausing
at last near the second depression where the fight
had taken place.
"Here you are, boys," he said. "It was here that
we discovered the gold."
"Don't look as though the ground had ever been
turned up!" cried Bill Bannister. "Boy, you'd better beware how you fool us. That's dangerous
work."
"I've fooled myself, I guess," said Tom, looking
around. "It's so blamed dark I can't see. Was
it this hollo,v, after all? Say, isn't there another
one beyond this?"
"Don't know whether there is or not."
"Give me the l~ntern till I have a lo0k. It was
right here somewhere."
Tom was not altogether fooling, nor had he been
so stupid as to bring the men to a . place where
the ground had never been turned up.
He and Joe had done some prospecting in this
second depression, hoping that it would turn out
like the first, and here, also they had filled up the
holes they dug, carrying out their rule to leave
no trace of their work.
In a moment he located the spot and set the lantern down.
"This is it," he declared. "This time I have made
no mistake."
The break rather strengthened him in the eyes
of the miners than otherwise, for, as everybody
knows, it is not at all easy to locate a covered-up
digging in the dark.
Bill Bannister dug his pick into the ground and
declared that here someone had been operating, all
right.
Everybody jumped in and went at it then.
Hallie was not present, nor was Lawyer Sheister, who had disappeared inside the hut when
Tom began to eat his supper.
Presumably the great shyster-we trust he will
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pardon our misspelling his name-was then sleeping off his jag.
Tom hovered on the edge of the diggers, hoping
to get a chance to slip away.
It did not come, however.
Bannister kept turning around every few minutes
to see if he was there.
'They must see the lights. Why don't they
come?" thought Tom at last.
Then all in an instant a dozen rifles rang out and
a loud voice shouted:
"Down with the claim thieves! Down with the
Bannister gang!"

CHAPTER XX.
GATHERING UP THE GOLJ.

Tom ran for his life when the shots came.
Bounding up the side of the depression, right
in the face of the fire, he disappeared in the darkness in less time than it takes to tell it.
But not without getting shots after him.
The miners had not half of them brought along
their rifles, and those who had laid them 'aside
when the digging began, but all had revolvers, and
several shots whizzed past the fleeing boy.
It was the greatest wonder in the world that he
was not killed.
Tom had no sooner reached the top of the rise
than he saw his followers right before him.
"They are at your mercy!" he shouted. ' "Go for
them! Go for them while there is time!"
"Forward, boys!" shouted Charley Francis, and
away they went dashing down into the hollow.
It is only due to Bill Bannister's courage to state
that he attempted to make a stand.
The boys from the creek promptly opened fire.
Tom did not try to control them.
He knew that they shot to kill.
Several of the enemy .went down.
The fire was returned by Bannister and the few
who had rifles.
But in the confusion the lanterns were overturm:d
and extinguished, so their firing was done in the
dark.
An.d it was successful, as far as putting the
toughs to flight was concerned.
Tom and his friends soon had them on the run.
"Head 'em off from the hut so that the rest of
them can't get their guns!" shouted Tom. "As it
is, not half of them are armed."
This was done.
Charley Francis and several followers sheered off
to the left, and by keeping up an incessant fire in
the darkness, prevented the gang from taking a
course which would have led them to the hut.
In fact, the attack proved a complete success, and
Tom was just as well satisfied when he learned later
he had no dead men to dispose of. So much for fighting on a dark night.

It ended in the Bannister gang being driven away
beyond Hank Homer's claim.
Further down the creek than this Tom and Joe
had done no exploring and as they could now hear
nothing of the enemy; the former thought it time
to call a halt.
"Hold on!" shouted Tom, for Francis and several
others were still pushing ahead. "This won't do.
First thing you know we'll be walking into some
trap."
Francis halted and gave the boys time to come up.
"Do you think so?" he replied. "I'm disappointed in this. I had set my heart on doing up Bill
Bannister. I never was so disappointed in my life."
"I know, but we can hear nothing of them now.
Better let well enough alone."
"Well, whatever you say goes, Tom, but we shall
have to do it all over again, surest thing."
"Better do it over a dozen times than to have them
do us up."
· Others agreed with Tom, and the general sentiment seemed to be that they had better return to
against
the hut ' where they would be able to guard
.
a sudden attack.
Here, as Tom had anticipated, they found Lawyer
Schcister sleeping the sleep-not of the just, but of
the jagged.
An empty jug stood beside him, and it wa,s very
evident that the unworthy councillor had taken advantage of the absence of his companions to drink
up all the whisky left in the camp.
At all events, Charley Francis' boys could not finrl
any more, and it is only due to them to say that the.:,
made a pretty thorough search for it, too.
Hallie had vanished, and this much to Tom's relief, for the miners from Chalcedony Creek were a
rough lot, although honest enough, no doubt, and
Tom felt that :;:Iallie's best place was with her
father, bad as he was.
There was no sleep that night.
A roaring fire was built of wood which Tom and
Joe had gathered, and of which the Bannister gang
seemed to have used up very little, and a close watch
vras kept.
"They'll never attack us till they see how strong
a force we really have," Francis declared, and so
it pl'oved, for the night passed without alarm.
The dav which dawned was as fine as any Tom
had ever ;een among the mountains of Arizona, and
this is saying a great deal of a country where the
sky is ever clear.
As soon as daylight came, some of the boys set
about getting breakfast, while others looked after
the horses which had been brought into camp.
Tom and Joe went down to the creek, where there
was still considerable water, the remains of the
flood, and here they stripped and had an invigorating bath.
"What do you think of the situation now, Joe?"
as1ced Tom, as they began to dress. "Luckiest thing
in the world we took up vvith Billy Francis, isn't
it'?"
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
BRITISH USE 10,000,000 SHELLS IN TWENTY
DAYS.
The correspond ent of the London Express, at the
front says:
"Artillery officers assert that at a rough calculation we have been raining on the Germans approximately half a million shells per day along the main
front of our attack since June 27.
"Thus we have used in twenty days 10,000,000
projectiles of all sorts, exclusive of bombs, rifle and
machine gun fire. This staggering figure is illustrative of the need of supplying our troops with
munitions without any thought of slackening. "

GIRL FILES HOMESTE AD CLAIM.
Miss Nettie Rogers, eighteen years otd, has filed a
homestead claim on 150 acres of land on the Flint
Ridge, Arkan.sas, and will engage in fruit raising
and truck farming.
Miss Rogers is a recent graduate from the Monticello Agricultura l School. She is also the youngest
homesteade r in this part of the State and one of
the very few women who have manifested the grit to
attempt to cultivate a rough mountain tract of land
in this vicinity.
Her homestead is adaptable to fruit and truck
growing, and Miss Rogers believes that what she
learned at the Monticello School, sustamed by the
personal effort that she is prepared to apply to cultivation of the soil, will bring an adequate return.

"Why, bluejackets , of course," and look at you in
a way that says clearly, "I wonder how many 'appetizers' this fellow took before he came in?"
Your neighbor only shares the popular illusion
that every man in the navy is a bluejacket. "Jack,"
the general favorite, typifies for him the personnel
of the fleet, and it has never occurred to him that
"there mav be others." There are, though the song
makers a~d the story writers have not yet discovered them.
Of these "others! none has a better claim to be
lifted from the obscurity which enshrouds the "unwritten and unsung" than the naval stokers, whose
splendid work, done under the most trying conditions, has been a material factor in winning the victories afloat that have come to England during this
war. Stokers are not "bluejacke ts''-that term applies to sailors only-but there are more stokers
than sailors aboard some of the ships. Nor are the
stokers to be described as "the black squad," for
that title belongs to the firemen of the mercantile
marine.

HAWAIIA NS DYING OUT.
"When Kamehame hame I. was on the throne of
Hawaii there were upward of 300,000 native Hawaiians in the islands that compose the Hawaiian group;
to-day there are not more than 20,000 native pure
bloods," said Judge T. B. Stuart, who is on the bench
in Hawaii.
'
"The time will come when the native Hawaiians
TOBACCO KEPT HER ALIVE.
will become extinct, I fear. At the time of KameSarah Ellen Denny celebrated her hundredth hamehame the Hawaiians owned nearly all the lands
birthday anniversary the other day. Sitting on the of the islands; to-day their holdings are very small.
porch at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Dave Dove, Most of the lands in Hawaii are owned by foreignWashington , Ind., smoking her old-fashion ed clay ers, Germans, English, and Americans predominat pipe, she spent the day telling her friends of her ing. The number of Hawaiians who own their own
early life.
lands is comparatively small. Foreigners have
She has used tobacco since she was sixteen years bought up nearly all of the sugar plantations .
old, and says she believes tobacco is what "kept her
"I have never come in contact with a finer race of
alive."
people than the Hawaiians. They are absolutely
Mrs. Denny was born June 8, 1816, in Ti~himingo honest, and their m~rality is__ of a higher sta:-1da,rd
County, Tennessee, but has been a resident of than any other race m Haw 11. They are a snnple,
Washingto n for many years. She gets about with-, trusting people-I fear, easily imposed upon-and
out the aid of a cane and does not wear glasses. they are intensely loyal to America. This loyalty to
She has travelled over twelve different States, be- the United States is inspiring. I have no doubt that
hind a team of oxen, for the most part.
the Hawaiians will contribute their quota of soldiers
if we are unfortunat e enough to be drawn into a war
with Mexico.
MORE STOKERS THAN SAILORS.
"Liliuokolani, the deposed Queen of Hawaii, whose
Although the British people have for centul'ies
lived by their navy, they know little about this great reign ended in 1893, is living a venerable old age in
service beyond the fact that it costs a good deal 0£ comfort. Her former subjects still worship her. She
money to maintain and may be absolutely depended draws a pension from the Hawaiian Governmen t of
$12,000 a year, a good part of which she gives away.
on.
Should you doubt this, says the Vancouver World, Her old friends and many of her former subjects call
ask your neighbor what the crews of British war-- upon her at her home, where she holds court, still a
ships are composed of. Ten to one he will reply, Queen to the Hawaiians ."-Washing ton Post.
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WALL OF WALL STREET
OR

The Man Who Came fron1 the Klondike
..,

By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER _III (continued).

There was not a word about the enclosure of
money. Fred took it that this was intended to cover
the expenses of his trip uptown.
And there was the locked safe staring at him with
its supposed wealth!
Was the money actually in it?
This Fred had no means of ascertaining, for he
did not know the combination of the safe.
The hours which Fred Morgan put in that afternoon were the most trying he had ever experienced.
What to do he did not know.
To report the matter to the police would be. sure
to get him into trouble, he felt.
Fred was an orphan, recently from an interior
town in New York State, without money or influential friends.
'
Who would believe that M/ Wall of Wall street
ever wrote that unsigned letter?
No one! The old man's reputation for honesty
was too firmly established.
·
Rather would it be believed that Fred had writte11
the letter himself and made way with the money and
Mr. Wall.
To go to the banker's home was not to be thought
of.
Mr. Wall was a bachelor, and had long lived at
an old-fashioned hotel uptown.
A few weeks before he had informed Fred that
he had moved to Brooklyn, but had failed to mention
in what part of that immense borough he had taken
up his residence.
To be sure on this point, Fred telephoned the
hotel and on inquiring for Mr. Wall was told that
he had not been there for several weeks.
And so it wound up by Fred's sticking to the office
and waiting for the r eturn of the Klondiker.
At half -past four he came.
The instant he saw the big fellow descending the
steps Fred saw the hopelessness of the plan he had
formed, which was to lay the whole matter before
Jack Silver and let him decide what to do for
himself.
He stumbled on the stone steps a:nd fell headlong.
Fred rushed to the door, and opening it helped
him to his feet and led him reeling into the private
office, where he sank into a chair.
"What on earth shall I do with him?" thought

Fred. , "This is horrible! It's the worst ever. I
don't know what to do."
So far Silver had not spoken, but now, bracing
up, he said thickly :
"VVhere' s Vi7all?"
"Gone," said Fred.
A string of imprecations followed, mixed in. with
these thickly spoken worclrs :
"I want my money back! I want it all! I've
IJeen a fool! Wall's no good, they tell me. Ought
to have put it in a regular bank. Give me back my
money and my papers. Want them right now."
Fred let him talk himself out.
" Mr. Silver, I can't help you !" he said then.
"The boss has gone and locked the safe. Come in
the mOi:ning. Let me take you to some hotel. It
will be all right to-morrow! Come then!"
To his surprise at first Silver listened to him
quietly, but he was not so much surprised when the.
man suddenly slipped from Mr. Wall's chair and
sprawled upon the fl.oor.
It was all over now!
The Klondiker was past knowing anything, and
Fred was left with a white elephant on his hands in
every senso of the word.
Fred took a cushion from the lounge and thrust
it under the big fellow's head.
To have attempted to lift him up would have been
useless.
F'red could not have lifted one side of him. The
Klondiker must have weighed at least three hundred
pounds.
Fred ·w::is now in despair, as may well be imagined.
He hurried into the front office, locked the door,
turned out the gas, and pulled down the shade.
As he did so he observed that it was beginning to
snow.
"It's either a case of going to the police now or
waiting for this fellow to sleep off some of his
load," thought Fred. "I choose the last. If I attempt to muss with the police I shall get myself into
the Tombs surest thing."
And this determination once taken, Fred proceeded to carry it out.
It was dreary work.
For two full hours Fred remained in the back
office, listening to the snoring of the Klondiker.
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He knew that it would be little use to arouse him, You little fool! Why did you kill him here? Ha!
while on the other hand if he let him sleep his I'll fix you for it! Now I'll kill you!"
sleep out he was pretty sure to have a sane man to
Then without other warning, Mr. Wall whipped
deal with in the end.
out a revolver and covered Fred.
"I'm up against a madman!" thought Fred, dodgIt was five o'clock when the Klondiker tumbled off
his chair; at quarter past seven Fred was· just won- ing as Mr. Wall pulled the trigger , and the report
dering whether it would be safe for him to lock rang out. "Heaven help me ! What shall I do?"..
the man in and go out for a bite of supper, when
he was suddenly startled by hearing someone try the
CHAPTER IV.
outside door.
He thought then that it was the policeman on the }'RED FINDS HIMSELF WITH A WHITE ELEPHANT ON
beat.
HIS HANDS.
He had locked the door, and put the key in his
To say that Fred Morgan was frightened when
pocket, but Mr. Wall also had a key.
Mr. Wall, the banker, fired the revolver point-blank
Now in an instant a key was thrust into the lock at his head hardly expresses it.
and the door was opened.
It seemed to him then that his doom was sealed.
In walked 'Mr.- Wall, and Fred gasped in astonishIf he had not been quick on the dodge it would
ment to see the change which had come over the have been all over with him, for the ball whizzed
sedate old man.
so close past his ea r that he could feel the wind
The banker was rigged out in new clothes in the of it.
He expected the second shot on the instant, and
latest' style, even to an expensive top-coat, a flaring
red necktie with a diamond pin, tan gloves, patent- that this would. be his finish, but it all v~ent very
leather shoes, and a shiny tall hat now covered with differently from that.
'·
snow, and a big bunch of violets in his buttonhole.
The repor t of the r evolver woke up Jack Silver.
"Mr. Wall!" gasped Fred, and he drew back in
"An attack!" he bawled, springing to his feet.
amazement, fully recognizing his employer's condi- "Whoever you are, you can't down me!"
tion, for the light of madness gleamed in his eyes.
Bracing hi~self agaipst t~e desk_, he aimed at
"Fred! You here?" he exclaimed, coming for- ~oor Fred, wh_1le Mr . Wall, with a wild yell, rushed
ward without stopping to lock the door. "You little mto the bankmg office, flung open the outer door,
fiend I Have you gone back on me? I tell you I and banging it behind him, disappeared.
want you to kill that man who came from the Klon"Hold on, Mr. Silver! Don't shoot!" cried Fred,
dike I To kill him I To kill him! To kill him dead!" throwing up his hands.
And each time he uttered the word "kill" Mr.
"Where are they? Where am I? Who's after
Wall raised his voice to a higher pitch, until at my dough?" the Klondiker yelled.
last he fairly shrieked.
"It's Mr. Wall! He's gone mad! He .h as robbed
"Hush! Hush!" said Fred. "Calm yourself, Mr. you! He has just run out of that door!" cried
,Wall ; the man from the Klondike is dead already. Fred.
And then in an instant he was sorry he had said
Look here!"
it,
for the Klondiker made a dash for the door and
Fred was sure that he was dealing with a lunatic;
likewise
vanished in the storm.
and therefor e when this ruse suddenly popped into
"Now
ther
e'll he murder done !" thought Fred, in
his head he jumped at it.
despair. "Oh, what a fool I was not to call the
Before this Jack Silver had stopped snoring.
police!"
He indeed lay like a dead man on the floor.
He waited only to turn out the light in the back
"Dead! Dead!" cded Mr. Wall, in his thin, piping office, and to lock the door behind him, a nd then
voice. "Oh, glory! Oh, glory! I'm rich once started in hot pursuit of the Klondiker, who was
more!"
running up Wall street, swaying from side to side,
Then suddenly dropping his voice, he demanded: finding it hard to keep his footing between the fumes
"How did you do it? Did you stab him? Did of t he whisky still in his head and the slippery sideyou shoot him? Did you poison him? Perhaps you walks.
strangled him or smothered him? Glory! Glory!
Just as he r eached the treasury building Fred saw
He is dead, and I'm off for the Klondike to work his him stumble and fall.
claims 1'"
In an instant he was on his feet again, t:tnd glancThen Mr. Wall seized Fred in his arms, and began ing down Broad street , turned that way.
capering about the floor, holding the boy in the iron
And not a policeman in sight ; and this Wall
street bet ween seven and eight o'clock in t he evegrip which came with madness.
"Mr. Wall! Oh, Mr. Wall!" gasped Fred. "We ning!
There was no one else in sight, either, for Wall
shall be heard in the street. You'll be arrested surstreet is like a deserted village after dark every
est thing you know! Stop, sir! Please stop!"
"Arrested!" cried the banker, suddenly letting go night, and particularly on such dreary nights like
his hold. "Yes, of course I shall be arrested when this.
(TO BE CONTINUED. )
the body of this giant is found on my office floor.
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TIMELY TOPICS
"Finding that surface watc running into his well
had made the water impure, a citizen of Brazil, Ind.,
started to pump his well dry. After pumping half
a'tl hour in the hot sun, he gave up the job.
Then he made a miniature water wheel, which he
attached to the_ end of a trough. After he had attracted the attention of several boys who were playing on a vacant lot, he went to his work. When he
returned in the evening, the boys had pumped the
well dry to see the wheel go around.

grenades, says the New York Sun, and the command
is given to let drive as rapidly as possible. Americans in the Foreign Legion, thanks to their baseball
practice, have distinguished themselves in this line,
and practice companies have to be placed further
apart when they include any Americans. The record at the front was reported to be fifty-four meters
(177 feet 1 1-2 inches), but a letter from the front
says that in a competition organized by officers, who
did the measuring, a zouave named Legrand threw.
sixty-one meters seventy-five (202 feet 8 inches).

An expedition consisting of the steamers Titania,
Chaplain Ignatius Fealy, U. S. A., at Schofield
Fearles~. and F. H. Beckwith, under the command
of George D. Stillson, an expert in deep-sea salvage, Barracks, Hawaii, has sent out a circular letter "in
i~ on its way to engage in. ext:nsive o~erations de- behalf of the 7,000 soldiers of this post-the largest
signed to recover ~600,000 ~n silve~· bullion_from th e under the American flag," asking for donations to.:
hulk of the Ward lme~ Merida, wluch was sunk :£our\ ward the erection of a gymnasium at Schofield Baryears ago, ~f~y-fiv~ miles off ~he Cape _Charles Light, racks. He says: "Only the desperate status of the
af~er a collision with th~ Umted Frmt st~amer_ ~d- amusement proposition at this isolated place impels
miral ~arragut. Mr. Still~on had charge of raismg me to be so bold, and I do trust that you will favor
the Umted States submarme F-4, sunk near Hono- us with a remittance. Being twenty-six miles from
the city, a hall, where basketball, a lecture, or an
______
lulu.
evening entertainment may be held is badly needed.
A new method of raising money for church uses Checks may be made payable to 'The Schofield Gymdeveloped at Medora, Ill., recently when members of nasium Fund' with the banking house of Bishop and
the ladies' organized class of the Methodist Episco- Company, which has a branch in the reservation.
pal Sunday-school marketed potatoes at top prices. the officers and enlisted men are to contribute toward
At a social given earlier in the season each guest the erection of the hall, and the idea has the endorsewas requested to contribute one potato. The offer- ment of the department and post commanders. After
ings were sold and with the money obtained there- investigating conditions, both the Board of Retail
from potatoes were procured and planted in a small Trades and the Ad Club of Honolulu have voted their
tract of ground owned by Mrs. John Wilton, a mem- approbation." It is believed that many officers in
ber of the class. The "patch" produced a prolific the service may be glad to contribute toward the
yield which is bringing in large financial returns happiness of so many enlisted men.
in reward of the gardening activities of the women.
Speaking in praise of the colored troops of the
United States Army, the Kansas City Star says:
"Every American will take pride in the gallant fight
made by the men of the 10th Cavalry against overwhelming odds in the ambush in Mexico. Captain
Morey's account of their facing death singing bears
out the history of negro troops whenever they have
been called on to fight for their country. They have
always done their duty cheerfully and ungrudgingly.
By accident of birth their skin carries an excess of
pigment. In spirit they are real Americans." Noting this a correspondent recalls the service of the
late Capt:Edgar A. Macklin, U. S. A., with another
colored regiment, the 25th Infantry, and adds: "He
always found them good, faithful soldiers."
Throwing hand grenades has l1ecome an important factor in modern trench warfare, and all troops
are trained in the practice. Companies are drawn
up face to face at a distance apart which makes it
unlikely that any one will be hit by the dummy

German casualties from the beginning of the war
tq the end of June, as computed from official German
lists, are given as 3,012,637 in an official statement
made public in London on July 9. The statement
reads: "German casualties reported in German official casualty lists, exclusive of corrections, in the
month of June, follow: Died of wounds and sickness,
18,585 ; prisoners and missing', 8,279 ; wounded, 63,187; total, 88,051. These, added to those reported
in previous months and inclti.ding corrections reported in .Tune, 1916, bring the totals reported in
German official lists since the beginning of the war
to: Died of wounds and sickness, 757,327; prisoners and missing, 342,673; wounded, 1,912,637; total,
3,012,637. These figures include all German nationalities, Prussians, Bavarians, Saxons and Wuertembergers. They do not include naval casualties or
casualties of colonial troops." As the German casualty lists are reported to contain duplications, British compilations from them cannot be accepted as
having authority.
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Good Current News Articles

and planted within the famous inclosure, dear to
the heart of every loyal son of Harvard. The "yard"
has figur ed largely in song and story that have
woven t hemselves about it. An "old Grad" of the
class of 1880 is responsible for the reforesting; he
is Art hur H. Lea, of Philadelphia. The elms tl~at
wer e there before at Harvard have decayed and died,
due to the moths and other pests that have been devastating this feature of Harvard scenery. In ordQr
to prevent a total scenic loss, Mr. Lea is having the
trees plant ed. A group of New York movers has
been engaged to uproot each of the ·elms that have
been selected. Each limb and branch will be carefully protected to prevent breakage. The work will
be done at night, in order to prevent vaporation
that would ordinarily take place in the day time.
The yard is being prepared for the coming of the
elms. Great craters are being dug for the "new
monarchs."

Grins and Chuckles

In America it is estimated that the n umber of
rats is nearly equal to t he population, but they
"What do you think? Mrs. Zizzel, who never goes
are not nearly as dangerous or dest ructive as t he to church, has won the first prize in the church lot:rats found in many of the foreign count r ies, and tery!"
there are 40,000,000 rats in the Br itish Isles. India's population is outnumbered by r ats to the extent
The Pessimist-He drank himself to death! Alas.
of four rats to each human being.
The Optimist-But not until he had spent his money.
Hur rah!
The potentiality of an onion for mischief is soon
to be exploited in a $25,000 damage suit in which
"Well, my little man," inquired a visitor pleasantAntonio 'l'rabucco of Bloomfield, N. J ., charges he ly, " who are you?" "I'm the baby's brother," was
stepped on an onion in front of the store of Michael the ingenuous reply.
Sternick, a produce dealer, at No. 80 1-2 Commer ce
Street, Newark, and fell, suffering a fracture of
Little Girl-I want a cake of soap. ,Chemistthe spine which caused paralysis of the legs.
Have it scented? Little Girl-No. I won't have it
scented. I'll t~ke it with me;_ we only live around
It is reported that both Holland and Portugal are the corner.
planning to escablish wireless stations for insuring
direct communications between the home countries
She-Are you sure that you've never been enand the colonies. The Holland Government plans t o
gaged
to anyone before? He-Certain. Why do
erect powerful stations for establishing radio communications between the home country and the you ask? She-Because you kiss as though you had
Dutch East Indies, while Portugal is planning an had lots of practice.
extensive system of stations for iinking Lisbon with
Friend-I understand your wife's family trace
its colonies and other European capitals.
their lineage back to William the Conqueror. Mr.
The Botanical station at Cinchona, Jamaica, was Meek-I guess that's so. Old William was a terleased to the British Association for the Advance- rible fighter, wasn't he?
ment of Science shortly before the present war beBorroughs-Mr. Merchant's out, you say? Why,
gan. Plans for its use by British botanists were
defeated by the war, and it is now expected that he had an appointment with me here. That's very
the lease v.r:ll pass into American hands after next funny. New Office Boy-Yes, sir; I guess he thought
October. About 14 American universities, botanical it was, too. Anyways, he was laug·hin' when he
foundations and individual botanists are to co- went out.
operate with the government of Jamaica in the support of the station, which is ideally situated for reTramp (peering through kitchen window)-;-Ah,
search in tropical botany.
madam, I see you are cooking griddle cakes dis
morning. Crabbed Housewife-Rubber! TrampThe famous "yard" of old Harvard is to be re- Ah, mum, dere is nothing I like better dan a candid
planted with old elms. Thirteen growing elms, 40 confession. I thought dem griddle cakes looked
years old, will be taken from the nearby country tough.
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AMERICAN MIDDIES.
By Col. Ralph Fenton.

.Don't look for a regular dissertation upon this
class of animals, reader; my intention is not to enter on any investigation of them as a species, but to
elucidate the general character of the genus by a
simple narrative of facts which came under my
personal observation.
But the training of the boys is the jolliest part
of their history. Many a time have I laughed myself almost into a pleurisy over the reception of
some fresh-caught middy, as he came for the first
time on board ship from some unwatered section
of the backwoods.
Many are the tricks devised by the so-called "oldsters" to annoy and properly initiate the "youngster" when he first crosses the gangway, turning
his nose inquiringly upwards as it meets the perfume of tar and bilge-water. It is in itself amusing to look at the wondering face which a "green
un" assumes when he appears for the first time
among the strangenesses of shipboard, probably
having no idea of the navy, perhaps thinking, as
one I knew once did, that it was "something good
to eat."
My purpose in the present sketch is to relate the
history of "an introduction" as it actually otcurred,
which will be recollected by most of the officers
who, with myself, were stationed in the West India
quadron during the year 1837.
A young gentleman from Athens-"Athens in
Alabama, not Athens in Greece," he informed usreceived an embossed piece of kid-skin from the
President, with papers accompanying, which advised him to purchase certain clothing, more particularly described in the papers aforesaid, and to
proceed forthwith to the seacoast and report for
duty.
In conformity with these instructions, the young
man had a new blue claw-hammer jacket manufactured with yellow buttons upon it, "and geese,"
as he said, "sittin' on a pig-yoke printed on 'em,"
bought a pair of high-heeled boots, a sword longer
than himself, and a pair of pocket pistols, and started for Pensacola, where he was ordered to report
to Captain Babbit, of the sloop-of-war Boston.
On his arrival at the "City of White Sand," his
first simple inquiry was: "Where does Mr. Navy
live?"
After some trouble he succeeded m finding out
that the gentleman whom he wished to see could
be found on board the Boston, which was pointed
out to him as she lay in the stream, with everything "ataut", ready for sea, looking, as he said,
".iest like three big trees standin' in a cornfield,
ready trimmed to hang scare-crows on."
Stepping into a boat, which he declared looked
"egzackly like our folks' long hog trough,'' he was
soon conveyed alongside the ship. As he ascended
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the "tarnal shakin' stairs," otherwise known as
the accommodation-ladder, the first thing which
struck his eyes was the bright red and yellow facings of the uniform worn by the marine sentinel
who was pacing along the gang-plank, outside the
vessel. After reaching the top of the ladder he
coolly looked over the side upon the quarter-deck,
where several officers were walking; then turned
to the soldier, whom he observed to be more gaudily dressed than the others, and reaching out his
unwashed hands, thus addressed him:
"Waal, cap'n, old hoss, how ar' you?"
Then taking a side look toward the musket in the
sentinel's hand, he added:
"I reckon you're out a-shootin' loons, ain't you?
But what on yarth ha' you got that tarnal long
stickin' bag'net on to the end of your smooth-bore
for?"
The astonished soldier glanced at our subject
in silent surprise, which, howeyer, did not abash
the gaily-uniformed youth, who once more looked
over the bulwarks, and casting his eye down the
main hatchway, again exclaimed:
"La, cap'n, this 'ere canoe o' your'n· is all holler!
and darn my biggest nigger to thunder if she ain't
a s'prising screamer!"
The officers now came to the relief of the astonished soldier, and with considerable difficulty the
young man was made to understand who was the
captain. After · paying his respects to the "old
hoss," a~ he invariably termea our skipper, he was
conducted to the midshipmen's apartment in the
steerage. The reefers at once marked him out as ·
a subject for initiation; and when he entered the
room he was received with the most obsequious
gravity and )politeness by us all, and introduced to
the mess in due form, each giving to the other some
false name. After having been introduced to all
except the biggest devil among us, he was seated.
He then wished to know who that "preacher-lookin'
hoss" was in the corner; fo,r " 'mongst all the funny
names we hadn't told his'n." He was accordingly;
very gravely introduced to this person3.2"e as Dr.
Tarry breeks, the ship's surgeon. On being introduced, he, as usual, held out his flipper and said:
"Waal, old hoss ! Taller-bricks they call you, do
they? Do you ever have any ager-shakes in these
'ere diggin's ?"
"Young man," answered the physician, in a severe tone, "you forget the respect which is due to
my elevated station in thus addressing me by titles
other than those which are of right my own. Have
you not perused the Latin poets? Do you not remember that in the Third Book of Humbugii Extraordinum that it is recorded as followeth: "Non
record·ibus el medicum doniinorum est asinorum,'
which in the vernacular meaneth: 'Thou shalt not
write down the doctor an ass,' thereby inferring
that he must not be called a horse, and worse than
,all, an aged horse."
"Waal, mister doctor, ar' you done? Waal, now,
tallest persimmons I"
that are's a jump above

my

.
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rejoined our hero, with a half awe-checked burst
of laughter.
"Young man," said the doctor, "you must go on
my sick-list immediately-forthwith and directly,
sir; you are sick, sir!"
, "Me sick, doctor?" exclaimed the innocent; "no
more sick than a spring alligator on a sunny mudbank, or a lazy nigger in cotton-pickin' time."
"Yes, young man, you are sick. The first lesson
which you have to learn on board ship is subordination and obedience to your superior officers, of
whom I have the honor to be one. Silence, sir!
No interruption!" thundered the doctor, as his victim opened his mouth to speak. "Understand me
at once, sir! You must take a dose of medicine and
go to bed. You're on the sick-list, sir!"
"Oh, lord, 110. You don't think so, do you, doctor?" whined the "subject."
"You're to obey orders here, sir," was the doctor's brief answer, as he turned around and instructed the loblolly-boy to prepare the following prescription (the doctor was a bit of a rhymster) :
"Of Epsom salts, a quart in a pot,
Well stirred up and all boiling hot;
A blue pill also, of walnut-size,
And a plaster la1·ge of Spanish flies."
The compounds were mixed and with great dif. ficulty forced down the patient's throat; the plaster was also duly applied. After this the subject
became rather sick and began to believe it himself.
He anxiously inquired for a bed. He was pointed
to a hammock, and swung between two carlines,
with a slip-knot in the lanyard-made especially
for his benefit.
He looked at it for a moment, and then in a piteous tone, asked :
"Lord, boys, you don't mean for me to sleep up
in that 'ar swingin' bag, do ye?"
He was informed that that was the only kind of
bed allowed on board a man-o'-war. Finally, with
our assistance, he was hoisted up into the hammock, not without many misgivings as to the safety of the "tarnal swingin' thing!" He had just
got fairly stretched out in it when down it came
"by the run" upon the deck, where ·his head and
shoulders made the acquaintance of a large tub of
cold salt water, which "by accident" had found
its way beneath the hammock.
For an instant his head remained under the
water, just long enough for his medicine to get
well washed down with brine, and then he arose
to his feet. With the most wolfish face that I ever
gazed upon, he roared rather than spoke:
"Now, darn and bust your big canoes and swingin'-bags all to thunder! Whar's the cap'n? I'll be
flambusticated into ten thousand thunderin' canebrakes if I'll eat this sort o' hominy! Whar's the
cap'n? I want to quit these thunderin' diggin's !"
We now found that we had gone far enough with
the poor fellow; and, reader, I presume you think
I have likewise gone far enough with my yarn;
therefore I'll heave to.

Let me remark, however, in closing, that this
same midshipman is now a lieutenant, and has
turned out to be one of the best officers in the
American Navy. V./e feel assured that he, who
was ever kind and amiable, will take no offense at
this article from the pen of a true friend and old
shipmate.
THE MOST ACCURATE CLOCK.
In the Case School of Applied Science in Cleveland, is ·a clock that holds the world's rec~rd for accurate timekeeping. Over a period of several months
it showed a variation of only eight-thousandths of a
second a day, which, in a year's time, would be less
than three seconds, says the Youth's Companion.
-This Case clock stands on a stone pier, independent of the building, that extends sixteen feet to a
natural shale foundation. It is in a small room surrounded by two other rooms, all built with brick
,valls, and electric contact thermometers regulate
the· temperature. The gas stove flame automatically
rises or falls 'with the variation in the outside air
t emperature. Thus on warm days in August the
flame in the gas stove is very low, while _in below
zero January it burns at its brightest. In the clock
itself the t emperature is adjusted by an ordinary
16-canrHe-power incandescent lan1p that is flashed on
and off by anoth;er electric contact thermometer.

THE BLUE CROSS PRAISED.
The average person pays scant considerntion to
the service that dumb animals are forced to render
in the present great war. It is conscription for
them in every case, says a writer in Our Dumb Animals. The horse, dog, mule, camel, elephant and
birds are pressed into the conflict to "do their bit,"
as the soldier is urged. Cr1,1elty to animals is one
of the blackest stains on the world's civilization.
Next to war itself, the use of animals in war is about
the meanest of human crimes. How much will the
suffering and sacrifice of animals some day have to
do in deterring men themselves from going to war?
A soldier, returned from months of fighting on the
western front, brings a little welcome news about
what the Blue Cross is accomplishing for the
wounded horses, the innocent, involuntary but heroic
victims of the war. He says in the Boston Herald;
"Oh, there's lots of things like that, individual bits
of real heroism, but you really ought to say something about the Blue Cross. 'It is as efficient as thC'
Red Cross in every way. It takes care of the horses,
you know. They have horse transports, and autos
with mattresses for wounded horses. The animals
get as much care as we fellows do.
"They have horse hospitals every twenty miles or
so along the line. They even mend broken legs on
horses now, with splints, and so on.
"There are plenty of mules, too, which are even
more valuable than horses, for they stand more."
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The total population of the world is now esti1~ted at 1,700,000,000. This is based on the most
recent censuses, which all civilized countries now
take, with a careful estimate of the number of ini1abitants of uncivilized lands. The proportion of
the sexes is known for 1,038,000,000 of the world's
population, the ratio being 1,000 males to 990 females.
Out in California a centrifugal blower, driven by
an electric motor, is being used in the shelling of
almonds. Formerly the n uts could be shelled by
hand only with the great~st difficulty. At the present time the almonds are fed into the suction side
of the fan, where they are picked up by the runner
and hurled against the fan casing, following which
they are blown out of the discnarge pipe into a box,
already shelled.
If you spin a quarter and watch it you will see
both sides of the coin at the same time, says a writer
in Pop1,1,lar SciP.nce. This is explained by the fact
that the sen~es of man retain impressions a little
time. It is, mdeed, the explanation of motion pictures. Your vision persists and your perception of
objects is continued after the object itself has disappeared. This allows you to see two parts of a
thing-even such opposites as the front and backsimultaneously.
The city of Seal Beach, Cal., is now attracting attention because of the novel idea of illuminating the
entire water front which has been carried out by
the officials. A battery of 41 powerful searchlights,
each being of more than 25,000 candle-power; has
been placed on the outward edge of a long pier
which extends out into the ocean from a point at
the center of the waterfront. The illuminated waterfront may be seen far out at sea, -while the searchlight beams are visible for miles inland.
It may be a humiliating fact, but it is nevertheless
true, that the average automobile driver cannot
change gears properly. Indeed it is safe to say that
a surprising majority do not perform this constantly
recurring operation in a way conducive to long life
of the mechanism. This may be a reflection on the
intelligence and mechanical skill of the public, but
the automobile builder should share the blame as
he is responsible for perpetuating a mechanism involving so much uncertainty in its operation.

Owing to the great increase in the price of gasoline all over the world substitutes are springing up
everywhere. In England, where the cost of runnbg
a car is rapidly becoming prohibitive, the tendency
seems to be toward heavy fuels which appear to give
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good results, and work well after the engine has been
well ,varmed up by running for a few minutes on
gasoline. While this is undoubtedly now regarded
as a temporary expedient, desirable permanent results will probably follow from the experience gained
in the use of heavier fuels.
A series of experiments recently carried out by
the British Fire Prevention Committee shows that
the best way to extinguish a small gasoline fire is to
spread over the burning liquid a mixture of 10
pounds of bicarbonate of soda and 10 pounds of common sawdust. The sawdust need not be wet, but
must be free from chips and shavings. The theory
is that the sawdust, by floating on the burning
liquid, excludes the oxygen of the air, and the heat of
the flame generates carbonic acid, gas, which helps
extinguish the fire. Sawdust alone gives satisfactory
results, indeed better than sand or similar materials.
Prison life in Switzerland is a luxury instead of
a punishment. The comic opera jail at Thorburg,
where the inmates did as they pleased, has only recently been suppressed by the Berne authorities, yet
details are published of a similar institution at
Sarnen in the canton of Oswald. Sarnen is apparently an ideal penal 1:esort, for the happy criminals
who are sentenced to terms of "detention" in that
institution have a far better time than hundreds
of "free" Swiss citizens who are forced to earn their
bread. A correspondent of a Lausanne paper states
that-he was passing through Sarnen when he saw
a number of men dressed in dark blue clothes with
vyhite stripes walking about the village smoking and
joking. Others were seated in a caf e, and some
were working in a leisurely manner carrying bricks
for the construction of a new building. To his astoni8hment the correspondent found that the men
were convicts from the cantonal prison close by.
These convicts . are permitted to leave the prison
early in the morning and, find work around Sarnen
or walk about the country until nightfall, when they
return of their own accord to the prison. They are
unaccompanied by wardens, and there is nothing
to prevent their escaping, but they are far too comfortable to think of relinquishing their quarters, for.
they have as much liberty as other men, and are,
moreover, fed and lodged for nothing. The money
earned by these convicts who choose to work can
be spent as they like. One convict who is employed
as a gardener by a local magistrate sends his monthly salary to his wife and children. Two or three
convicts "escaped" some weeks ago, but they eventually returned to the prison in a half-famished
condition, and after being severely reprimanded they:
were allowed to return to their apartments.

•
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ARTICLES OF ·ALL KINDS
RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH SUBMARINE
BOATS.
Many of the submarine boats employed by the
European belligerents are equipped with wireless
apparatus. In mosts instances telescopic or folding
masts are used on the deck of the craft, for the purpose of elevating the antenna. When the craft is
to be submerged, the masts, depending on their
type, are either folded down or telescoped. Because
of the necessarily low elevation of the aerial wires,
the range of submarine apparatus is very limited.
PRICE OF PLATINUM DRIPS.
Platinum prices are going down. While the metal
cost $100 an ounce last winter, it was only $64 an
ounce recently. / Before the war it was $42 an
ounce, and not so many years ago it was cheaper
than gold.
Most of the platinum comes from Russia, whose
production fell from 300,000 ounces in 1912 to 124,000 in 1915. In the same period Colombia mines increased their production from 12,000 ounces to 19,000 ounces. The falling off in price has not been due
to inc.·eased production, but to the use of substitutes
in electrical and other lines.
THE PNEUMATIC TIRE BUSINESS.
How many people realize the sensational development that the pneumatic tire business has experienced? The first company to undertake the manufacture of pneumatic tires was the Dunlop Company,
organized in Dublin, Ireland, in 1889, with a capital
of about $75,000, to make tires for bicycles, and it
rapidly grew to be a great business. Then came
the automobile to add its demand, ,and to-day, only
27 years later, the pneumatic tire business of the
world is estimated at the enormous sum of $650,000,000.
WILLS HIS SKIN TO COVER WIFE'S BOD¥.
George E. Thompson, who escaped from the Camden jail recently with Wilson Ashbridge after they
had shot and killed Keeper Isaac Hibbs and wounded
Jailer Ellis, left in his cell the following letter:

"To Whom It May Concern:
"Ashbridge has come to the conclusion that he
doesn't want to stay here any longer, and as I don't
care much' for the place myself, I have decided to go
,
with him.
"Now, I understand that in leaving this place in
this manner I am 'flirting with the undertaker.'
So I leave this note behind in case such is the case.
''In the event of my bei~ killed I make the fol-
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lowing request: That my body be turned over to the
University of Pennsylvania for dissecting purposes
with this stipulation-that a pice of skin be removed and tanned, of sufficient size to cover a small
copy of the New Testament; to have same made
up and presented to my lawyer, who will have instructions to present it to my wife who, although a
Manchu by birth and a Buddist, is interested in the
New Testation. Also my ring and pin shall be
turned over to the same attorney to be presented
to my wife.
"GEORGE E. THOMPSON."
A COPPER MINE IN A MUSEUM.
Visitors to the United States National Museum at
Washington are expressing much interest in the new
copper mine exhibit recently installed by the Division of Mineral Technology. This exhibit consists
of an abandoned working from a large Azizona mine.
It is in no sense a model, but an actual piece of the
real mine, removed bodily from its original setting to
a room in the museum building-ore faces, timbering, chutes, and all. As the visitor passes through
the entrance into the museum mine, he finds himself
to all intents and purposes in exactly the surroundings in which he would be placed were he to enter
the mine cage at Bisbee and descend the shaft hundreds of feet to the working level and enter one of
the headings.
The stope in the museum forms a room-like structure, with a roof of heavy planks, walled. in on two
sides by solid ore, on a third by bro1rnn ore held in
place by a lagging of timbers, and on the fourth by
barren rock forming the boundary wall of the vein.
To the left is seen the working face of the ore where
it is being drilled and blasted loose. Set up and
ready for use, there stands a compressed air machine
drill, together with the picks and shovels left by the
miners, who have apparently just quit work. On
the right is located the plank-walled chute into which
the broken ore is shoveled, and alongside it the
manway, with a ladder by which the workers gain
access to the stope from above or below. Here also
run the air pipes for operating the drills, and
through these passages is forced the fresh air to
the miners on the working levels.
Altogether, a keen sense of reality is felt, even by
those familiar with mining operations.. Ther·e, in
a corner, hang a miner's jacket, dinner-pail and
lamp, while below, against the timbers, lean his
tools. The timhers themselves tell a tale also; they
are scarred and pitted with the many explosions
and blasts set off to loosen the ore, and small pieces
of the latter are seen imbedded in the wood, where
they have been hurled by the force of the detonations .
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'nil Young Wild West and His Deadshot Band; or, The Smugglers
to the Lost Land.
ot the Canadian Border.
Cowboy Carnival; or, The Round-up at RoarWest's
Wild
1112 Young Wild West's Blind Ride; or, The Treasure Trove ot the 719 Young
Ing Ranch.
Yellowstone.
the Girl In Green; or, A Lively Time at
and
West
Young Wild West and the Vigilantes; or, Thinning Out a Hard 720 Young Wild
Sliver Plume .
·
Crowd.
or, Arlette's Ride tor Life.
.,... Young Wild West on a Crimson Trail; or, Arletta Among the 721 Young Wild West's Long Range Shot;
722 Young Wild West and the Stranded Show; or, Waking the Prairie
Apaches.
Pilgrims.
, . . Young Wild West and "Gilt Edge Gil"; or, Touching up the
723 Young Wild West's Life at Stake; or, The Strategy ot Arletta.
Sharpera.
Wild West's Prairie Ploneera; or, Fighting the Way to
Young
724
Train
the
Atter
or,
Riders;
191 Young Wild West's Reckless
the Golden Loop .
Wrecll:ers.
stampa, b)
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one that n-ery young m .. n dealrea to know all
about. There'• happlneaa In It.
No. H. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for making all kinds of
candy, tee-cream, 1yrup1, essences, etc., etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
carda.
-One of the brlghteat and moat Taluable
No. z. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
little book• ever given to the world. Everybook of macJc and card trlcka, containing full
body wishes to know how to become beaut!lnatructlon on all the leading card tr}cke of
The oecret la
fut, both male and female.
the day, alao the moat popular magical llluatmple, and almost co11tJe111.
alona aa performed by our , le&dtnar magicians;
AN EVEENTERTAIN
TO
HOW
%0.
No.
book.
enry boy ahould obtain a copy of thl1
NJNG PABTY.-A complete compendium or
No. 8. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
rectt&comtc
dtveratona,
card
1porta,
games,
this
by
explained
fully
are
flirtation
ot
wnee
tlons, etc., wltable for parlor or drawinglittle book. Beside• the various method• of
room entertainment. It contain• more for
handkerchief, fan, glove, paruol, window and
the money than any book publlahed.
bat ftlrtatlon, It contain• a full llat or th e
No. :tt. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
language and aentlment of llowere.
1
moat complete hunting and llahlng guide ever
of
title
the
•
DANCE
TO
No. 4. HOW
publlahed. It contain• full lnotructlons about
thla little book. It contain• full lne t ructlona
guns, hunting doca, trapo, trapping and ftshIn the art or dancing, etiquette In the ballIng, tocether with deacrlptlon of game and
room and at parties. how to dreaa, and full
llah.
41rectlona for calling otf In all popular aquare
No. H. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.~ ~ ··11. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A comHeller's aecond alcht explained by his former
plete irulde to love, courtship and marriage,
aaalatant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
clvlnc aenolble advice, rule• and etiquette to
eecret dlaloguea were carried on between the
N obaerved, with many curloua and interestmagician and the boy on the atace; alao clvblcNot.hll n.gsHnOoWt gTOenerBa!El~OkMnoEw'!-~ ATHLETE.
Ing all the code• and algnalo.
~
"'
No. %3. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.dumbof
uae
the
for
Instruction
full
-Giving
Thia little book give• the explanation to all
Nila, Indian cluba, parallel bare, horizontal
kinda of dreama, together with lucky and
"Mra and varloua other method• of developing
unlucky daye.
a good, healthy muscle; containing oYer sixty
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
llluatratlono.
GENTLEMEN.-<:o ntalnlng full direction• for
No. 7 • HOW TO KEEP BffiDS.-Handwit~~~~ 0 Jo~·'i-'<tnECO~E BtJl'j<'i~AST.aemely Illustrated and containing full lnstrucContaining full lnatructlons for all kinda of
Uon• for the manacement and training or the
gymnutlc eporta and athletic exerclaea. Emblackbird,
bobolink,
mockingbird,
oanary,
bracing thirty-live llluatratlona. By Pro!eaaor
~o.ute.t, f.aowt'T8Jc.BECOIII E A VENTRJLOw. Macdonald.
.,,
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
Every lntelllQUIST.-BY Harry Kennedy.
A BOAT.-Fully llluatrated. Full lnotructlona
pnt boy reading thl• book of lnatructlons can
are given In thla little book, together with Inaaater the art, and create any amount or fun
structlona on swimming and rldlnir, companion
It la the irreatest
fer hlmaelf and frlenda.
aports to boating.
- k ever published.
~o. o•. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
of aelfNo. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art
•,
.tetenae made euy. Containing over thirty
RECITATJONS.-<: ontalnlng the moot popular
muatratlona of guard•, blows, and the dl!TerIn uae comprising Dutch dialect
aelectlone
boy
Every
boxer.
good
a
of
position•
eat
French dtaI·e ct, • Yankee and Irtah dtaleci
••uld obtain one ot these useful and lnstrucpieces, together with many standard readings.
Uve books, a.a It will teach you how to box
BOW TO TELL FORTUNES.No. 28.
without an Instructor.
Everyl'ne la desirous or knowing what hi•
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
future lite will bring forth, whether happiness
- A moat complete ltttle book, containing full
or misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
4.irectlon• tor writing love -letters, and when
by a glance at thla llttle book. Buy one and
to uae them, giving specimen letters for
be convinced.
,-ng and old.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.
HOW TO WRITE I ETTERS TO
12
N
-Every boy should know how Invention• origWiEs.'._<,1vln1r complete Instructions for
This book explains them all, giving
lnated.
also
subjects;
wrltlng letters to ladlea on all
examples In electricity, hydraultce, magnetwt.era of introduction, notes and requests.
l•m, optics, pneumatic•, mechanics, etc.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
No. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One of the moat
&TJQUETTE.-It Is a grePt life secret, and
, - aale br all newsdcalen, or will be aent to any addre11 on receipt of price, 10 cto. per cop7, or
:!ooAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
No. t.
DREAM BOOK.-<:ontalnlng the great oracle
or human deatlny; alao the true meaning of
almoat any kind of dream•, together with
cha.rma. ceremontea, and curtoua game• of

J'UlfK TOUSEY, Publisher,

lnatructlve book• on cooklnc ever publlahed.
It contain• recipe• for cooking meata, flab,
game, and oyaten; aloe plea, puddlnca, c&kea
and all kinda of putry. and a crand collec·
tton ot rectpe1.
No. 81. ROW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.
-Containing fourteen llluatratlona, giving the
dl!Terent poaltlona requlalte to become a good
Alao conspeaker, reader and elocutlonlat.
talnlng gems from all the popular author• of
prose and poetry.
HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.No. 82.
Containing lnatructlona for beclnnera. choice
ot a machine, htnta on training, etc. A complete book. Full of practical llluatratlona.
No. 811. HOW TO PLA y GAMES.-A complete and useful little book, containing the
rulea and regulation, of bllllarda, bagatelle.
backcammon, croquet, domlnoe1, etc.
No. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
-Containing all the leading conundruma of
the day, amusing riddle•. curloua catchea and
witty aa.ylnga.
No. 811. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing uaeful and practical Information In the treatment
ot ordinary dtaeaaea and ailment• common to
eTery fa,nlly. Aboundlng In uaeful and elreclive recipes for general complalnta.
No. 89. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY
PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A uaeful and In~
atructlve book. Handsomely llluatrated.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS
-Including hlnt1 on how to catch motea.
weaaela, otter, rata, aqulrrelo and blrda. Also
how to cure aktna. Coploualy Illustrated.
No. n. THE BOYS OF NE\V YORK END
HEN'S JOKE BOOK.-<:ontalnln g a great Yarlety of the latest Jokea uaed by the lnoat
No amateur minatreta i•
famoua end men.
complete without this wonderful little book
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
No. U.
STl'llfP SPEAKER.-<:onta lnlng a varied ueortment or atump epeecheo, Negro, Dutch and
Irish. Aloo end men'a jokee. Juat the thing
for home amuaement and amateur ahowa.
HOW TO BECOM
~
E A lllAGICIA.N
.... o. 43·
-Containing the grandest assortment of mair~
1c&l Uluaiona ever placed before the pubUc.
Aleo trick• with carda, Incantation•. etc.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALNo. «.
BUM.-A grand collection or Album Versuitable tor any tlme and occulon; embracIng Linea of Love, Affection, Sentiment, Humor, Respect, and Condolence; also Veraea
Suitable for Valentines and Weddlnp.
No. 411. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new and Yer:, Instructive. Every boy
should obtain this book, aa It contain• tun
lnatructlons for oriranlzlng an amateur mJ.Datrel troupe.
3 for 25 eta•• In money or Pootaire atampe, 117

168 West 23d St., N. Y

